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Brown going
from EDA to
Choose N.J.
Major move in state’s
economic development
BY TOM BERGERON

The economic development
community
was
surprised
last Thursday when it was announced Michele Brown will
step down as CEO of the state’s
Economic Development Authority to take the same position at
Choose New Jersey.
Why would one of the most
powerful and influential people
in the state
— she’s No. 5
in the NJBIZ
Power 100 —
leave such a
powerful government agency?
Michele Brown
Bernie
Flynn, the head of New Jersey
Manufacturers Insurance Co.
and a Choose New Jersey board
member, said he had the same reaction when the idea was pitched
to him a few weeks before.
“We didn’t know whether it
would work for Michele or work
for the (state’s) Partnership (for
Action),” he said, referring to the
state’s four-pronged economic
development structure. “But we
talked to all the important stakeholders, soliciting input. And we
do believe it’s a win-win, not only
for Choose but the partnership.
“It was a no-brainer.”

Plans for a 95-story,
760-unit condo in
Jersey City are
unveiled. Page 5
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EmCare is a physician-led organization that delivers high-quality care and services. It operates four
regional divisions and five specialty divisions.
This acquisition will allow EMA to form the foundation of a new division focused on bringing together
independent democratic groups, it said. Iannaccone
will serve as the new division’s CEO for the time being.
“Emergency Medical Associates was appealing
due to its impressive leadership and clinical expertise,” William A. Sanger, chairman, CEO and president at Envision Healthcare Holdings, said in a prepared statement. “This new relationship will allow
Envision to draw upon this expertise to strengthen
our strategic objectives with independent physician
groups across the patient care continuum.”
The acquisition is expected to close before
the end of February. Financial terms were not disclosed. – Emily Bader

arsippany-based emergency medicine partnership Emergency Medical Associates announced earlier this month that it has been
acquired by EmCare Inc., a subsidiary of Envision
Healthcare Holdings Inc.
“I am incredibly excited about the future,” Dr.
Raymond Iannaccone, CEO and president of EMA,
said in a prepared statement. “For nearly 40 years,
EMA has prided itself on innovating the practice of
emergency medicine. We will be able to accelerate
that vision by joining EmCare and tapping into its
vast national resources.”
EMA is a privately-held, physician-owned partnership that has delivers emergency medicine to
more than 1.5 million patients annually. It staffs and
manages 32 emergency departments in New Jersey,
New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania and Rhode
Island.
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will showcase the type of product we will continue
to deliver in the Northeast.”
JLL’s team of Joel Lubin, managing director,
and Blake Chroman and Chris Hile, senior vice
presidents, will handle marketing and leasing of the
project, Bridge said. Cornerstone Architects will
perform architectural and structural design, with
Premier Design + Build National LLC acting as general contractor. – Eric Strauss

Parsippany-based EMA is acquired
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A rendering of the planned Bridge Development project in Union.
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ridge Development Partners LLC, the Chicago-based real estate development firm
that opened a Parsippany office in September 2014, has made its first major deal.
The company said in a news release that it has
acquired 18.03 acres in Union for the development
of a new Class A industrial building. Bridge acquired
the site, formerly home of a milk processing plant,
from Industrial Realty Group.
Bridge said it will demolish the existing on-site
buildings, then build on spec a 263,415-square-foot
property that can hold up to two tenants. The building is expected to be completed by November.
“This is a premier opportunity in the New Jersey
market” Bridge’s Jeff Milanaik, one of two principals
overseeing the Parsippany office, said in a prepared
statement. “We are focused on finding infill opportunities in north and central New Jersey that have
previously been overlooked due to the complexities
of the property. These markets are experiencing a
strong demand for quality Class A industrial facilities. This highly desirable project fits that need and
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Home purchase demand increased
in New Jersey during the month of
December, rising 11 percent compared
with one year earlier. This was the
largest single-month gain in 2014 and
marks the third increase in the last four
months, suggesting a more robust pace
for home sales in 2015.
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Pier Village buyers
secure $129M
Kushner Cos. and Extell
Development Company said
recently they have closed on
$129 million in financing for
the acquisition of Pier Village in
Long Branch.
The developers, which
acquired the retail and residential complex for $180 million in
the last quarter of 2014, said in
a news release that they worked
out a $97 million long-term,
fixed-rate loan from Fannie Mae
in December, and assumed a
seven-year, $32 million Freddie
Mac loan that was originated
a year and a half ago by the
prior owner. The first loan was
provided by Capital One and
arranged by Meridian Capital
Group, while the second was
originated by PNC Bank.
“We are thrilled to have
completed the agency financings for the purchase of this
incredible asset with Extell
Development,” Laurent Morali,
a Kushner Companies managing
director and head of acquisitions
and capital markets. “Working
with Capital One, Fannie Mae,
PNC and Freddie Mac is a testament to the quality of the asset
itself. But we also feel it speaks to
the strength of the partnership
we’ve assembled to purchase it.”
Both Kushner Companies
and Extell Development are
headquartered in New York City.
– Eric Strauss

Law firm moving
to new Newark HQ
The law firm Lite DePalma
Greenberg LLC is moving its
Newark headquarters to a
Berger Organization-owned site
in the city, Berger said earlier
this month.
Lite DePalma Greenberg,
which has its main offices in
Two Gateway Center, will move
to 570 Broad St. in an expansion
this summer, the building owner
said in a news release.
The 10,000-square-foot,
long-term commitment, teamed
with some smaller lease agreements, brings the building to
near full occupancy, Berger
added. – NJBIZ Staff
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N.J. residents
spend what
on interest?

N

ew Jersey makes the cut in
another depressing economic study, this time in an interest report by the ﬁnancial website
Credit.com. But whether or not
the data shine any real light on
the Garden State is another story.
The average American consumer will pay $279,002 in various
forms of interest over the course
of a lifetime, Credit.com found.
The average for New Jersey?
A whopping $309,500, good for
fourth place among states and
the District of Columbia.
The high cost of housing is
the main reason New Jersey was
pushed near the top of the list,
according to the report.
Not a real surprise, is that?
Residents of Washington, D.C. ($451,890), California
($368,745) and Hawaii ($312,747)
are the only people in the country who will be spending more on
interest payments. – Emily Bader

Keeping cover

EDA approves $72.3M in incentives

When companies were asked in a 2014
NJBIA survey why they offer health care
coverage here is how they responded:

T

“SURVEY SAYS…”

69%

Employee retention

51%

Attract desired employees

33%

Improve health & productivity

10%

Avoid the ACA penalty

13%
Other

Source: NJBIA 2014
health benefits survey

he Economic Development Authority voted
earlier this month to approve roughly $72.3 million in incentives for eight new projects.
Leading the pack was a 10-year, $29.8 million
Grow New Jersey award approved to vinyl, wood
and aluminum manufacturer and distributor Barrette Outdoor Living for the rehabilitation of a
415,000-square-foot facility in Galloway Township
to house operations currently based at sites in Little
Egg Harbor, Tennessee and Florida. The company is
also considering constructing a new facility near its
current Tennessee location.
The EDA said the project would result in the
creation of 271 new full-time jobs and yield an estimated net benefit of $26.7 million over 20 years.
Other projects:
 Philadelphia-based sign manufacturer Berry
& Homer was approved for a 10-year, $3.1 million
Grow New Jersey award to relocate its headquarters
and manufacturing to Pennsauken as opposed to
Eagleville, Pennsylvania. The project would result
in 37 new full-time jobs and an estimated net benefit of $4.7 million back to the state over 20 years,
the EDA said.
 Mount Vernon, New York-based Hugo Neu Recycling was approved for a 10-year, $4.5 million Grow
New Jersey award to relocate to Kearny instead of Orangeburg, New York. The project would yield an estimated net benefit of $9.6 million to the state over 20
years and create 63 new full-time jobs, the EDA said.
 Jersey City-based Insurance Services Office was

approved for a 10-year, $17.7 million Grow New Jersey award to remain in the city as opposed to leaving for Salt Lake City. The project would retain 430
jobs deemed to be at risk by the EDA and carry an
estimated net benefit of $90.5 million over 20 years.
 Queens-based Rajbhog Foods was approved for
a 10-year, $6.8 million Grow New Jersey award to
relocate to Jersey City and maintain a current facility already there housing 60 employees. The project
would create an additional 75 new jobs and yield an
estimated net benefit of $29.3 million back to the
state over 20 years, according to the EDA.
 Pillow and cushion manufacturer RedHawk Distribution was approved for a 5-year, $1.2 million
Grow New Jersey award to establish itself at a facility
in Pennsauken as opposed to Bristol, Pennsylvania.
The EDA notes the project would yield an estimated
net benefit of $4.2 million back to the state over 20
years and create 30 new full-time jobs.
 Transportation and logistics company Schenker
Inc., which maintains a regional office in Newark,
was approved for a 10-year, $4.1 million Grow New
Jersey award to expand its operations there, retaining 90 employees and creating 25 additional new
jobs. The project, according to the EDA, would
produce an estimated net benefit of $24.7 million
back to state over a 20-year period.
 East Grand Associates Urban Renewal Entity
LLC was approved for an Economic Redevelopment
and Growth grant of $4.7 million for a multiuse project in Elizabeth. – Andrew George

PART ACCOUNTANT.
PART THINK TANK.
When the toughest challenges arise, the people in your corner
make all the difference. At Marcum, we have the depth and
breadth of experience to help you make sense of the most
complex obstacles your business faces. No matter the question,
Marcum can help. Ask Marcum. marcumllp.com/njb
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Long-term fix still needed for PATH’s financial woes
Port Authority rail service,
a key to new development,
losing $300M annually
BY ANDREW GEORGE

If you’re a fan of the PATH train, the good
news is that overnight service on the 24/7
system connecting Newark, Harrison,
Hoboken and Jersey City to Manhattan
isn’t going anywhere anytime soon.
Elected officials, led by Jersey City
Mayor Steven Fulop, made sure of that
earlier this month by leading a loud charge
against a recent Port Authority of New
York and New Jersey report that suggested
a curtailment of late-night service could
yield a savings of roughly $10 million annually for the bistate agency.
The bad news? That $10 million
wouldn’t have made that much of a difference anyway, as PATH is still losing upward of $300 million per year, according to
the Port Authority.
It’s a dilemma facing a transportation
asset that is seen as the anchor to much
of the redevelopment in Hudson County. And, as of now, the agency and other
stakeholders are searching for a long-term
solution.
Before agreeing to indefinitely table
the proposal amid the backlash, Port
Authority Chairman John Degnan said
PATH’s annual operating loss was “not a
sustainable trajectory” for the agency.
While the threat of overnight service
cuts are nonexistent for now, Fulop still
says the Port Authority crying poor over
PATH is “disingenuous,” as it’s no different
than other transit systems that regularly
operate at a loss.
Rather than eliminate service, Fulop
said the Port Authority should be looking to expand it and invest in more trains,
seeking “better integration with all of the
transit systems.”
But that’s especially hard to do when
PATH is presented as more of a burden
than an asset.
“Chairman Degnan is obviously out of
touch,” Fulop said.
Despite repeated requests last week,
the Port Authority did not provide specific
comment for this story. An agency spokeswoman referred to the special panel that
made the initial recommendations for
PATH, saying they will be presented to the
authority’s board next month.
She added that “it would be premature for us to comment on them — with
the exception of confirming that service
changes at PATH have already been tabled
per the chairman’s letter” to state Senate
President Stephen Sweeney and Assembly
Speaker Vincent Prieto — until the board
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A controversial proposal to cut overnight PATH service has been tabled, but questions remain about the system’s financial health. –AARON HOUSTON

has formally received them.
But if reducing PATH’s operating costs
is really the Port Authority’s goal, how, if
not by service cuts, can it be achieved?
The agency believes the system may
be able to tap into at least $15 million in
federal funding from the Federal Transit
Administration that it is currently not receiving. Other proposals call for increasing
advertisement revenue, pursuing cheaper
regulatory oversight requirements and
potentially seeking a third-party agency,
such as NJ Transit, to operate the system.
PATH’s $2.75 per trip pales in comparison to the $5 one-way fare NJ Transit
charges to cross the Hudson River from
Newark Penn Station, according to the
special report last month that initially suggested service cuts. It’s also far less than
any Amtrak ticket for the same trip, not to
mention cheaper than most bus fares for
similar trips and a fraction of the $14 cash
tolls now imposed on motorists.
However, an increase in fares appears
to be unlikely, as PATH is currently at the
end of a four-year annual fare increase of
25 cents. According to the Port Authority,
that amounts to a 57 percent fare increase
over that time.
According to Port Authority figures,
PATH is only recovering about 40 percent
of its operating costs from its fares. With
a higher “farebox recovery ratio” of 58
percent, NJ Transit is closer to the 65 per-

cent mark averaged by the Top 50 transit
authorities operating heavy rail systems.
Across the river in New York, the MTA’s
heavy rail operations, which include the
New York City Subway, boast a farebox recovery ratio of 73 percent.
Assemblyman John Wisniewski (DSayreville), who chairs the Assembly
Transportation and Independent Authorities Committee, said farebox statistics cannot be the only metric for judging a transit
system’s success.
“It’s well accepted in every transportation community that a mass transportation system requires a public subsidy
because it delivers a public good and that
if your expectation is that your transportation system is going to operate simply
based on the farebox, then you really are
looking at ending that system because it’s
just not possible,” Wisniewski said.
Wisniewski added that it’s also difficult to take the agency’s calls for cost-saving measures seriously when its recent list
of expenditures include a nearly $4 billion
new station near the World Trade Center
and a $1.5 billion proposal to extend PATH
service to Newark Liberty International
Airport, which is already served by NJ
Transit.
“It’s very easy and convenient to use
any of the other stations that didn’t cost
$4 billion,” Wisniewski said. “Not sure why
they needed a $4 billion monument.”

Wisniewski said the Port Authority’s
handling of PATH is indicative of the issues
the agency faces on the whole.
“The reality is that, when they choose
to spend $4 billion on a project, it by definition means they’ve chosen to not spend
$4 billion someplace else,” Wisniewski
said. “That money is money that could be
used for airport upgrades, for traffic mitigation, for the basic transportation function of the agency. So, the problem they
have agencywide is the problem they have
with PATH.”
Earlier this month, Wisniewski’s committee postponed a scheduled hearing
on the future of PATH due to Degnan not
being able to attend and the announced
tabling of the overnight service cuts proposal.
Wisniewski said the committee still
plans to hold the hearing. In the meantime, he said, he’s filed several open public records requests with the Port Authority on the matter that he hopes to receive
prior to further proceedings.
“The reason the committee needs
to examine these recommendations is
not simply because of the egregious recommendation made to curtail overnight
PATH service, but because of its strikingly
unenlightened concept of running a mass
transportation system,” Wisniewski said.
E-mail to: andrewg@njbiz.com
On Twitter: @andrgeorge
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‘Tallest building in N.J.’ planned for Jersey City
BY JOSHUA BURD

A Chinese developer is planning a 95-story, 760-unit condominium building in Jersey City, officials said last week, in what
would become “by far the tallest building
in New Jersey.”
The firm, China Overseas America
Inc., also plans to include 18,000 square
feet of commercial and retail space and
new public plaza and park space, Jersey
City Mayor Steven Fulop said last week.
The 950-foot-tall project would rise at
99 Hudson St., a waterfront site acquired
in fall 2013 by a group
known as China Construction America Inc.
for $70 million.
Jersey City’s planning board on Jan. 20
Steven Fulop
approved a change to a
city redevelopment plan for the site, sending the proposal to the City Council for approval at its Jan. 28 meeting. The planning
board would then vote on final site plan
approval, with China Overseas America
anticipating construction to start in late
spring.
A project cost was not immediately
available.
If completed, the tower would add to
a city that is already home to seven of the
state’s 10 tallest buildings and is undergoing the biggest construction boom in its
history, Fulop said in a news release. He
said that, in 2014, the Hudson County seat
led New Jersey in residential construction
starts, with more than 6,000 units under
construction and another 18,000 approved.
“This is another milestone moment
for Jersey City,” Fulop said in a prepared
statement. “Our plan here is to continue
building a world class skyline and to continue leading the region in job creation
with projects like this, and we couldn’t be
more excited to attract hundreds of millions of dollars of investment into the city.
“This project is going to further put
Jersey City on the map.”
The tallest building in New Jersey already is in Jersey City at 30 Hudson St., the
home of the 781-foot-tall Goldman Sachs
tower. The property known as Trump Plaza, at 532 feet, is the state’s tallest residential building and is also in Jersey City.
And in the city’s Journal Square section, one of the three towers being developed as part of Kushner Real Estate
Group’s Journal Squared project is expected to be the second-tallest residential
building in the state, behind 99 Hudson.
“We are committed to developing
this iconic project on Jersey City’s waterfront,” Cindy Xiu, president of China Overseas America, said in a prepared state-
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ment. “This is indicative of the continuing
growth of Jersey City and the administration’s vision to make this best midsized
city in America.”
The last large-scale condominium
project in Jersey City was Crystal Point,
which opened in 2009 with 269 units, the
news release said. Since then, development
in Jersey City has been marked by an explo-

sion in rental projects tied to its transportation infrastructure and growing population
of upwardly mobile young professionals.
But with China Overseas America’s
proposal, stakeholders have become bullish on for-sale residential development.
“The real estate market in Jersey City
continues to grow at an unprecedented
rate,” said Linda Cantatore, president of

the Liberty Board of Realtors. “Jersey City
is the place more and more people are
choosing to live, and as this project demonstrates, there is a demand for both rental
and condominium properties. This development will be a catalyst for even more
condo projects as we see an increased demand for homeownership.”
E-mail to: joshb@njbiz.com
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If you’re looking for some background, here’s the scoop
Allamuchy-based CIS
will set you straight
on job candidates
BY ANDREW SHELDON

With a name as ubiquitous as
Mike Brown, it was only a matter
of time before he fell victim to a
case of mistaken identity.
After Brown, president of
Allamuchy-based background
check company CIS, settled in
New Jersey, he went to the Motor
Vehicle Commission to transfer
his driver’s license — only to be
informed by the clerk that the
state of New Jersey couldn’t issue
him a license.
“He said, ‘We have a Michael Brown, with exactly the
same date of birth as you, who’s
had his license revoked, and so
we can’t do anything for you,’ ”
Brown said. “I know my name
is common: I was murdered in
Missouri, I was director of FEMA
after Hurricane Katrina, I was a
Chicago Bears football player.”
It’s for this reason CIS, a
nearly 30-year-old firm, sets itself
apart from competitors by doing
a little extra investigative legwork
when compiling its background
checks.
“With a lot of court records,
(you just get) name and date
of birth. And even then you
don’t get complete information,” Brown said. “So there’s a
lot of manual work in terms of
verifying that you are looking at
records that belong to that individual.”
And getting that information right is imperative for any
company that bases its hiring
decisions on these background
checks: Applicants who are denied these positions as a result of
their record have become more
litigious since the recession,
Brown said.
For any company denying
an applicant employment as the
result of a negative background
check, there is protocol that
may act as a pre-emptive strike
against litigation.
It starts with notifying the
potential employee of the reason
for your decision.
“If something comes back
in that report that might impact
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Mike Brown, president of CIS: “There’s a lot of manual work in terms of verifying (information).” –AARON HOUSTON

Name game still on
Wondering how Mike Brown resolved
the issue with his driver’s license?
He hasn’t.
“It was the week before the interview,
I went to the local DMV, and I have to
find a regional office,” he said. “I’ve just
been too busy to go ahead and do it.”
Don’t worry. He’s not schlepping it on
public transportation: He’s able to drive with his
valid out-of-state license until the issue is sorted out.
the decision they make on hiring
you, they have to send you a preadverse action notification and it
gives you a chance to dispute it,”
Brown said.
In the instances of a dispute,
Brown said, it’s best to consult an
attorney.
Another investigative aspect
of the company’s background
checks that goes beyond criminal
records and credit score databases is that of résumé verification.
As job markets became
more competitive, résumé fraud
has become more prevalent, he
said. A thorough background
check can inform an employer
which applicants are embellishing their qualifications.

Otherwise, the company
runs the risk of having underqualified workers filling its staff.
“Obviously, it’s not just risk
in terms of that employee stealing from you or causing violence
in the workplace; you’ve got reputation risks for a company if you
hire the wrong individual,” Brown
said. “There’s many, many elements.”
Because of this, the company takes on a less prescriptive approach to background checks to
make sure each check examines
the specific needs for each client.
“We don’t force a package
on anyone,” he said. “We sit down
with a client and look at what
they’re doing today and then rec-

ommend where we think they’re
lacking strength in what they
need.”
One specific need, monitoring the backgrounds of your current employees — to make sure
that employees using company
cars haven’t had a drunken driving arrest since their hiring, for
instance — has gained traction
more recently, Brown said.
“Monitoring wasn’t always
available. In the background
screening world, a lot of the information is still not uniformly
held in databases like consumer
credit is,” he said. “It’s a very segmented problem, so there’s no
one-size-fits-all.”
It may still be January, but
“very segmented” may be a top
contender for “understatement
of the year.” There are different
considerations for each industry,
for various positions within each
industry and regulations that
vary state by state.
And with clients in every
state, CIS works to make sure it’s
servicing each of those varying
regulations. The firm is “very involved on a national level” with
the National Consumer Reporting Association and the National

The biz in brief
COMPANY: CIS
FOUNDED: 1986
HEADQUARTERED: Allamuchy
EXECUTIVES: CEO Nancy Fedich;
President Mike Brown
ONE MORE THING: Technology has
vastly transformed the business.
When the company started, a
credit report for a mortgage application would have taken four
business days. “Now it’s literally
12 seconds,” Brown said.
Association of Professional Background Screeners.
“Those are the two premier
organizations for those industries, and there are compliance
teams and legal teams that keep
everyone abreast with everything
that’s going on a state level and
on a federal level.”
Brown is currently serving as
the 2015 president for the NCRA,
and the company’s CEO, Nancy
Fedich, is a former president and
the longest-serving board member, after 13 years of service.
As Brown sees it, this close
involvement brings a real benefit
to the company’s client base.
E-mail to: andrews@njbiz.com
On Twitter: @andrewsnjbiz
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Money well spent? Colleges support aid plan
BY ANDREW SHELDON

Community college has become an affordable alternative for many, but try telling that to any of the single mothers at
Passaic County College.
“We have 1,800 of them here at the
college, and if you’re earning $29,000 a
year, you are not eligible for any financial
aid,” said Steven Rose, president of Passaic County College.
“And when you think
of someone trying to
support a child earning
$29,000 a year, even if
our total cost for a year
is only $3,500, it may as
well be $35,000.”
Steven Rose
It’s one reason why
Rose believes President Barack Obama’s
proposal to make community college free
or nearly free for all Americans, highlighted during last week’s State of the Union
address, could revolutionize education
and bring it up to speed with the times.
“One hundred years ago, we didn’t
have universal high school in this country.
If a parent wanted to get their children a
high school education, they had to send
them to a private school and pay for it,”
Rose said. “We’re certainly getting to a
point where some college is going to be
necessary for almost any job.”
The giant concern, of course, is where
the money will come from and how Congress will take to the plan. The initial proposal from the Obama administration indicates the federal government would pick
up 75 percent of the tab, leaving states to
cover the remainder.
“It depends upon how it’s funded.
That would be one of the question marks,”
said John B. Wilson, president of the Association of Independent Colleges and Universities of New Jersey. “It’s a pretty expensive proposition.”
Still, the proposal was welcome news
to stakeholders last week. Rose said programs such as Pell Grants and tuition
aid grants are “more than adequate to
handle the more needy students,” but it’s
still those who seem less needy on paper
— such as working single mothers — that
may fall through the cracks when the reality of a situation is introduced.
Rose also said the problem is broader
than just single-parent households, and he
hit on a demographic that was the focus of
much of Obama’s speech: the middle class.
“We see all the statistics: They don’t
have savings; they haven’t saved for retirement and certainly not for their children’s
education, so this is a really interesting
proposal and I think it can revolutionize
all of higher education in a very positive
way,” he said.
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He added that Obama’s proposed program could act as an economic stimulus.
“When you look at what’s already being spent on Pell Grants and what the states
are already spending on their programs,
we’re not sure exactly how much it’s going
to cost,” Rose said. “But we kept hearing
there are lots of jobs going unfilled because
they don’t have qualified people to do

tion and affordability.
“We are one of the highest states in
terms of high school students that go on to
postsecondary education, and a lot of that
has to do with good policies on the part of
the state of New Jersey,” he said. “Financial
aid in New Jersey is very available and the
among the best in the nation.”

them. I think this is one of those economic
stimulus things that could pay for itself.
Still, there remains a great deal of uncertainty surrounding the proposal, leaving
even Rose to say, “the devil’s in the details.”
And while Wilson is eager to look at
any proposal that increases access to higher education, he said New Jersey is already
ahead of the curve with access to educa-

E-mail to: andrews@njbiz.com
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Morristown targets medical center’s tax exemption
Upcoming ruling in lawsuit
could have far-reaching
implications for hospitals
BY BETH FITZGERALD

A judge is expected to rule within the
next few months on Morristown’s lawsuit
to revoke the property tax exemption for
Morristown Medical Center — a case with
potential ramifications for the millions of
dollars in property tax exemptions that
now benefit scores of hospitals statewide.
Morristown argues the hospital operates through for-profit physician practices
and other for-profit entities, and thus isn’t
entitled to the exemption.
But the hospital’s parent, Atlantic
Health System, contends the town is challenging a standard hospital operating
model that is sanctioned by the state law
that allows nonprofit hospitals to be exempt from local property taxes.
Attorney Martin Allen, who represents Morristown, is asking the judge to
strip the hospital of its property tax exemption, but if the judge declines to go that
far, the town alternatively seeks to collect
property taxes on certain hospital operations that are outsourced to for-profit entities, such as the emergency department,
radiology, pathology and anesthesia.
Kenneth J. Norcross, attorney for Atlantic Health, said that, for decades, hospitals have partnered with outside, for-profit
medical practices to carry out their mission of delivering health care to the public. These physicians, typically organized
as for-profit medical practices, enter the
hospital daily to perform surgery and care
for their patients. Norcross said the Legislature understood how hospitals operated
when it allowed them to seek a property
tax exemption from their local tax assessor.
Norcross, a partner with Drinker Biddle & Reath, argues that outsourcing hospital functions such as the emergency and
the radiology departments is no different
than the patient care provided by the independent, outside doctors who have privileges to practice at the hospital.

The property tax exemption for Morristown Medical Center is being challenged. –AARON HOUSTON

“Hospitals have operated with thirdparty professional service providers for
100 years,” Norcross said. “Doctors who
provide services on hospital premises
are not employees of the hospital, by and
large. That arrangement is part and parcel
of the way hospitals operate.”
Allen, a member of the Warren-based
law firm DiFrancesco Bateman, said the
town of Morristown takes a different view
of the matter.
He said that, under state law, one
test a nonprofit must meet to qualify for a
property tax exemption is “whether or not
the property is being operated in a profitmaking manner.” He argued that there are
a “series of transactions between (the hospital) and various owned, related and unrelated entities where the revenues of (the
hospital) are flowing into for-profits.”
For example, Allen said the Morristown Medical Center outsources its emergency department to Parsippany-based
Emergency Medical Associates, which
serves a number of New Jersey hospitals.
“The ER is not staffed by doctors who
are employees of the hospital: This is a forprofit practice and they bill the patients
on their own,” Allen said. “When you go to
the ER, you receive a bill from the facility
(Morristown Medical Center) and you also
receive a separate bill from the ER.”

Allen said surgery patients also get
separate bills from radiology and anesthesiology.
“So the question arises whether these
areas of the hospital that are run by thirdparty, for-profit entities are taxable and
not exempt from taxation,” Allen said.
Other issues raised by Morristown
include executive compensation levels,
which in some cases the town argues are
“unreasonable and excessive.” Allen said
Atlantic Health uses a process to evaluate
its compensation that can skew salaries to
the high side.
Atlantic Health is a tax-exempt organization under IRS rules, and Norcross
said that, to qualify for that federal tax
exemption, “There is a process you go
through to make sure your compensation
is not unreasonable and we comply with
that process.”
This long-running case, which concerns the hospital’s property tax exemption for the years 2006, 2007 and 2008, is
before Tax Court Judge Vito L. Bianco,
who sits in Morristown. In 2010, Bianco
ruled that certain office space the hospital
rents to physicians, as well as the hospital’s
café, could be taxed by Morristown. Norcross said Atlantic Health expects to appeal that 2010 ruling.
The case is being closely watched

statewide, and Bianco’s decision won’t
likely be the last word: Legal experts predict the case will eventually go before the
state Supreme Court.
David B. Wolfe, a property tax attorney with Skoloff & Wolfe in Livingston,
said: “This is a fascinating case and a very
important case for municipalities and hospitals. It could have a significant impact on
many hospitals throughout the state if the
judge rules the main hospital is not entitled to a property tax exemption.”
He said Bianco’s ruling would not
establish a precedent for future property
tax cases; he said a ruling by the appellate division or by the state Supreme Court
would create a precedent.
Hospital advocates argue for viewing
the property tax exemption in the context
of the community benefits hospitals provide.
Kerry McKean Kelly, spokeswoman
for the New Jersey Hospital Association,
said a study by the NJHA estimates the
state’s hospitals provide more than $20 billion in annual economic benefits, including 144,000 jobs. In addition, they “provide
about $2.8 billion in added community
benefits — things like free and discounted
health care services, immunization clinics, health screenings, support groups. It’s
hard to quantify the full value of those offerings, but they are programs and services
that community members come to rely on
and that truly support the overall well-being of the host community.”
Kelly said the IRS requires tax-exempt
hospitals to perform a community health
needs assessment: “Hospitals take a close
look at public health data for their community and tailor programs specific to
unique local needs.”
She said these programs are “part of
the added and often immeasurable benefit
that hospitals bring to their hometown.”
Allen countered: “Everybody has only
the best things to say about the professional nature of the hospital and the quality of
the care,” he said. “We just think the hospital should pay their fair share of taxes.”
E-mail to: beth@njbiz.com
On Twitter: @bethfitzgerald8
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BROWN
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The partnership, created by Gov. Chris
Christie, includes the EDA, Choose, the
Business Action Center and the Office of the
Secretary of Higher Education, and works
on business development for the state.
Jay Biggins, executive managing director of Princeton-based Biggins Lacy Shapiro & Co., one of the leading economic development consulting firms in the country,
said having Brown move from one group to
another makes sense for everyone.
“This is a very big platform for any
economic development professional, so
it’s great for Michele,” he said. “And she
knows that she is leaving behind a very
capable senior leadership team at the the
EDA. It’s a plus-plus that benefits each of
those organizations and Michele.”
For Brown, the move also brings greater job security. While everyone has raved
about her role at the EDA, a new governor
may want to bring in his or her own person.
It is unclear how Brown will be replaced at the EDA, but sources, who requested anonymity because of the sensitivity of the subject, said it should not be
automatically assumed that Tim Lizura,
the uber-talented and well-respected chief
operating officer, will be elevated.
This much is certain: The hiring of
Brown to replace the founding CEO, Tra-
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Who’s next at the EDA? Here are three scenarios
So who replaces Michele Brown as the CEO of the state’s Economic Development Authority? The
organization, always tight-lipped, would not discuss the situation. But a veteran of business and governmental affairs was willing to break down the possibilities for NJBIZ, while requesting anonymity.
1. Elevate current President and Chief Operating Officer Tim Lizura to the top job
PROS: Lizura is a known quantity, well-respected and can start the job immediately.
CONS: Would such a move take Lizura out of his best role? More so, would it
put him a position where he could soon be replaced — if the next governor
wants his or her person in charge? And it’s not like you avoid a search. Only
now you have to find a replacement at COO for Lizura, which figures to be
very difficult.
2. Do a search for a new CEO
PROS: Lizura stays in the job he does so well, with more job security, and the EDA maintains its twoheaded leadership structure.
CONS: Such a search, which would be nationwide, would take a lot of time and money. And why would
someone agree to the job knowing the next governor could quickly replace him or her? That may prove
to be a tough sell, thus limiting the quality of the hire.
3. Go without a CEO for the immediate future, spreading the responsibility to a number of people,
possibly even the board
PROS: Again, Lizura maintains his role and the EDA maintains one of its pillars of strength.
CONS: There’s a reason you have a CEO; splitting the responsibilities is difficult.
cye McDaniel, is a big win for Choose New
Jersey, one the board feels will show the
agency — created in 2010 — has staying
power and a bright future.
“In our view, it’s a grand slam,” Flynn
said. “We’re thrilled. As soon as Tracye told
us she was looking to go back to Texas, we
thought we needed a proven leader from
New Jersey with established relationships

who understood the inner workings of our
partnerships, which will enable Choose to
maintain its forward development.
“We asked Michele Brown if she
would be the one, and we were thrilled
when she accepted.”
Brown has been the head of the EDA
since October of 2012. Flynn said she
made such a good impression that she was

the perfect candidate for the role.
“We saw it when she came into the
role at the EDA, which was a higher-profile
role than she had before,” he said. “She
impressed the business and labor leaders
around the board table.
“Her communication skills and relationship-building skills are very strong.
Everyone that we talked to that she has
worked with comes away impressed.”
Biggins praised McDaniel (who is returning to her native Texas for a similar job)
for her role in helping Choose New Jersey
get off the ground. And he feels Brown will
help the organization take the next step.
“To have someone of Michele Brown’s
caliber and reputation come to Choose
New Jersey will (help create) the next generation of Choose New Jersey as it deepens
its capabilities.”
Brown, a former federal prosecutor under Christie and one of his closest advisers,
succeeded longtime CEO Caren Franzini at
the EDA. Prior to joining the authority, she
was Christie’s appointments counsel.
She has been at the helm in a time
when the EDA’s profile has grown considerably, thanks to the expansion of business and development incentives under
the Economic Opportunity Act of 2013.
Brown will start at Choose New Jersey
on Feb. 16, following the next scheduled
EDA meeting.
E-mail to: tomb@njbiz.com
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OPINION
OUR POINT OF VIEW

A painful but necessary step for Izod Center

H

ow fitting that the last show at the Izod Center
will be a circus. It’s a perfect metaphor for the
nearly decade-long standoff between Izod and
the Prudential Center that will end in March with the
Meadowlands arena going dark permanently, as opposed
to something like 330 days a year.
The writing’s been on the wall since 2007, when the
Rock opened in Newark. Again, in the case of the Meadowlands, this is literal — the only company willing to put its
name on the building was Izod, which hasn’t sold a shirt
since the late ’80s. The arena had no way to compete with
the state-of-the-art Prudential Center or Madison Square
Garden, and when the Barclays Center finally opened in
Brooklyn, it was the last straw. But, of course, in New Jersey, where there’s plenty of taxpayer money to go around,
the sports authority continued to operate it at a loss until
the overdue announcement to close the building.

Closing the Meadowlands arena was
years in the making — and now an
opportunity for downtown Newark.
It’s something the real estate community could have
predicted a long time ago: the golden rule is location,
location, location. When it was the only option, people
were willing to travel to the middle of the swamp to see
a show. But the Prudential Center is proof that you can
attract suburban sports fans and concert-goers to a supposedly scary place such as Newark, because you can
surround it with the kind of development that begins to
make your city a destination. It’s what residential real
estate builders have been doing right for years.
The move means New Jersey venues no longer have

to fight amongst themselves in competing with the Garden
and Barclays, without offering the kinds of giveaways to promoters that ended up making Izod such a money loser. It
also will help businesses in Newark, which will get additional event dates that otherwise would be lost in the swamp. It
also opens up Izod for future uses that won’t be tied to the
sports authority, such as a possible casino — by far the most
rumored future use of the building, and one that actually
makes sense alongside the American Dream project.
The move has been criticized by those who say the
process wasn’t transparent enough. While the final decision to close was very hasty and poorly publicized, it’s a
stretch to say this came out of left field, especially when the
first calls for the building’s closure started building volume
seven or eight years ago. This is a business the state doesn’t
belong in. We’re pleased to see the state recognize that, and
are excited to see what possibilities it creates in Newark.

NJBIZ.COM READER POLL

Do you support the state’s
plan to close the Izod Center
for at least two years and
transfer some events to the
Prudential Center?

TRIPLE PLAY

QUICK HITS
NEW JERSEY PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM
The good news: A recent study gave the New Jersey school system a “B” for its efforts. The better
news: They were really tough graders. The mark placed New Jersey at No. 2 in the country, trailing
only Massachusetts.
Our take: This is a plus for the much-maligned teachers union in the state. And a validation of why
it still makes sense to be headquartered in this part of the country. Mid-Atlantic and Northeast
states fared very well: Maryland (3), Vermont (4), New Hampshire (5) Connecticut (6), Pennsylvania (8) and New York (9).

JERSEY GARDENS

37%

The mall with many former names will now be owned by Simon and called “The Mills at Jersey Gardens.”

63%

Our take: It’s great to see a top mall company take over such an important property in such an important sector. New Jersey
can’t take its mall industry for granted.

BUDWEISER
The King of Beers is laying off 60 employees from its Newark brewery because the
company has decided to stop running its bottle line at the site.





Yes: Taxpayers shouldn’t be
on the hook for operating
struggling entertainment venues.
No: The state should have taken
more time to find a creative use
for the arena going forward.

Our take: That’s a tough loss for the Newark area; these are the types of manufacturing jobs the state so desperately wants and needs to keep.

MERCK
The pharma giant completed its $9.5 billion purchase of Cubist, a Massachusettsbased biopharma firm.
Our take: Pharma still has a future in New Jersey; this is another positive reason why.

Next question:
If you could move out of New Jersey,
would you?
■ Yes. Taxes are too high; this state
is past its prime.
■ No. I couldn’t imagine living
anywhere else.

FACE TIME: BRITISH
Following up on trips to Mexico and Canada, Christie will make a trip across the pond to
Great Britain next month. It will be interesting to see how his act will play there. With
plunging numbers in New Jersey, it can’t hurt.

QUOTE MARKS

“Changes to these taxes will impede the transfer of small business, will increase
the amount of taxes paid by small business and may have a chilling effect on the
entrepreneurial spirit of starting a new business, as well as our foundation of passing along
generations-long, family-run businesses.” — Michele Siekerka, New Jersey Business & Industry
Association President, on some of the tax proposals in President Obama’s State of the Union speech.
10
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THREE THOUGHTS FROM A TOP LEADER IN THE STATE:
Michael Egenton is the senior vice president of government relations for the New Jersey Chamber of
Commerce, representing the business community on
legislative and regulatory matters in Trenton.

We asked Michael for three things in Trenton
that the business community will be keeping
a close eye on in the next few months:

1

State budget: The governor will unveil his proposals for the next budget on Feb. 24. The Legislature will convene budget hearings with state
agencies in April. May and June are always on the radar as we start to get insight as to how the budget will
be balanced. We stand ready to support initiatives
to grow the economy, especially further tax reform
measures. We continue to oppose taxes on the “job
providers,” such as the so-called millionaire’s tax.

2

Transportation Trust Fund: ForwardNJ, a coalition of stakeholders, has educated everyone
from West State Street to Main Street on the
state’s aging infrastructure and the need to replenish
the TTF. An efficient, well-maintained transportation
system is vital for our economic vitality and competiveness. We’re optimistic that the governor and legislative leaders, on a bipartisan level, will propose a
solution to this critical issue.

3

Mandated paid sick
leave: Sick leave is
typically negotiated
between the employer and
the employee and should
not be subject to government
regulation. Mandating this
would take that away
from employers
in a current
l e g i s l at i ve
proposal.
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to our business banking
customers for inspiring us.

In 2014, J.D. Power ranked Chase
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Banking in the Northeast Region.”
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SPOTLIGHT

1
Chris Christie (1)

I

t’s the only spot Christie has ever known on this list, but this
seemed like the year he could finally be ousted from his perch
atop New Jersey’s business community.
The state’s economy continues to lag, and the governor seems
to have one foot out the door en route to a run for the White House.
And, as one high-level executive lamented recently, “Trenton is
shut down on the executive side.”
So you’re saying it’s time for a new No. 1?
Not so fast.
“First of all, who would be No. 1 but him?” the source said.
“He controls everything.
“I didn’t say he’s not powerful.”
It’s the same dilemma voiced by many of the insiders we
spoke to for this year’s Power 100. That’s why Christie holds onto
the top spot — he still commands the attention of every decisionmaker in the state.
And he still has the ability to make things happen — or not
happen — and there’s no shortage of key business issues that may
still be addressed on his watch.
All signs point to Christie staying in office while he runs for
president.
That puts him at the helm as Trenton tackles the bankrupt
Transportation Trust Fund, another pension showdown and the
deepening crisis in Atlantic City.
Insiders say he’ll be there with a dwindling inner circle in the
Garden State. And with the specter of Bridgegate still looming,
Christie’s power doesn’t seem quite as absolute as it did in his first
term.
But, as one source reminded us, being the governor is still being the governor.
“If I’m the man on the street and you put the mike in front
of me, I would think that the guy who controls the Statehouse is
always No. 1,” the person said.
“Always.”
The list continues on page 16
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SPOTLIGHT: POWER 100

In Jersey, power vacuum is our No. 1 problem

W

e obviously have 100 slots on
our Power 100 list of the most
influential people in New Jersey

business.
And while there are certainly those
wanting to know who came close but
didn’t make it (which we answer for the
first time in our Best of the Rest feature on
Page 34), there really was only one ques-

tion: Are you going to make Chris Christie
No. 1 again?
Spoiler alert (you know, in case you
missed the previous page): we did.
But unlike the previous four years
of this list — when Christie was the nodoubt-about-it top choice — this year
wasn’t as certain. And when we talked to
many of the top players in the state, we

Are you in denial
about succession
issues?
The issues of succession are both financial and
emotional — a volatile mix that makes them easy
to put off. But denial comes at a cost: Fewer than
one-third of family-owned businesses survive into
their second generation and many closely held
companies don’t survive the loss of their founder.
At EisnerAmper, we urge you to plan early —
like ten years early. We help you weigh all the
likely scenarios and arrive at the right decisions,
both for you and your company. So you’re not
just passing the baton, you’re strengthening the
business.
View our video series on transitioning your
business at EisnerAmper.com/TRANSITION

Let’s get down to business.® eisneramper.com 732.243.7000

found they were just as conflicted.
There were legitimate concerns
about how Christie’s power and popularity have dropped dramatically since
Bridgegate ... how an administration that
started out making deals is now just trying not to make waves (as if simply voting
“present” could be a presidential campaign strategy) ... how everything and ev-

eryone is paralyzed until he makes his big
announcement (“Trenton is shut down”)
... how it’s all about national ideas in 2015
(“Did you see the State of the State?”).
And, of course, there were some snarky
thoughts, too.
Said one: “How can you be the most
powerful person in New Jersey business if
you’re never actually in the state?”
Then there’s this: If not Christie, who?
The only other person to get mentioned for the top spot is George Norcross,
the one so many call the Governor of South
Jersey.
An old-school party boss ... a powerbroker ... a kingmaker. And if the definition
of power is that so many others are intimidated, well: “North Jersey is scared as hell
about the prospect of
his influence creeping
any more north,” said
one.
“You’ve got to give
George Norcross an interesting look,” another
insider said. “George
Tom Bergeron
Norcross is still playing
here every day, and he’s making moves,
and he’s trying to figure out who the next
governor is going to be, and what he can
still get out of this governor.”
Another used the transitive property
to make the case for Norcross: The only
reason Christie got so much done early is
because of Steve Sweeney — and the only
reason Steve Sweeney did so much with
Christie was because of George Norcross.
Follow?
Such twisted logic hides the bigger issue: We have a power vacuum here.
Some say it’s because of Christie’s
personality, some say it’s because of the
job (“They call the office the ‘American
Caesar’ because of its powers,” one said.)
And don’t get us started on how far
behind we are on having more women
in powerful positions (the guess is, they
wouldn’t have gotten us into this mess).
Whatever the reason, it leaves one
man at the top, no matter how eye-catching (or site-clicking) it would be to have
someone else.
“I understand that man-bites-dog
aspect of (putting someone other than
Christie in the top spot), but if you’re talking reality, it’s not even close,” another
said. “George is not 1A, he’s 2.”
In a state that has brought you so
many reality shows, this is one that may
actually have some truth to it.

— Tom Bergeron
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#1 HOSPITAL
IN NEW JERSEY.
AGAIN.
Hackensack University Health Network congratulates HackensackUMC
for being ranked the #1 Hospital in New Jersey by U.S. News & World Report.
CANCER

CARDIOLOGY
& HEART SURGERY
DIABETES &
ENDOCRINOLOGY
EAR, NOSE
& THROAT
GASTROENTEROLOGY
& GI SURGERY
GERIATRICS

NEUROLOGY &
NEUROSURGERY

AMONG THE TOP 30 HOSPITALS
IN THE NATION*

CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL
NEUROLOGY &
NEUROSURGERY
ORTHOPEDICS

PULMONOLOGY

HackensackUMC.org | 855.385.HEAL (4325)
UROLOGY

GYNECOLOGY

NEPHROLOGY
* Only

30 hospitals have 10 or more nationally ranked specialties

Hackensack University
Medical Center
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Hackensack University
Medical Group

HackensackUMC
Mountainside

HackensackUMC
at Pascack Valley

Palisades
Medical Center
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SPOTLIGHT: POWER 100

2
George E. Norcross III (2)
It was hard to miss the attention given to Camden in Gov. Chris Christie’s recent State
of the State address — the schools, the drop in crime, the unprecedented steps toward
economic development.
Would he have those feathers in his cap without Norcross, the South Jersey power
broker?
Insiders say don’t bet on it, and we’ve certainly heard that before when it comes to
some of Christie’s other past success stories.
“Steve Sweeney made Chris Christie, in my opinion, which means George Norcross
made Chris Christie,” said one source, who was lobbying for Norcross to be No. 1. “If Steve
Sweeney had been Mitch McConnell or John Boehner to Chris Christie, there would never
have been Chris Christie. And why did he do that? Because of what George could get in
Camden.”
Norcross carries the torch for Camden as well as anyone could for a city, proving that
again last year. The likes of Holtec International, Subaru and Lockheed Martin all have
committed to moving there, thanks to the outsized incentives that became part of the Economic Opportunity Act. That’s not to mention the planned Philadelphia 76ers’ practice
complex and expansion of his beloved Cooper University Hospital.
Norcross makes it look so easy. But don’t be fooled — it all starts with hard work.
“The thing that sets him apart from anyone I’ve ever met in any endeavor, business
or personal, is follow-up and follow-through,” one admirer said. “There’s no one more
relentless than he is. No one. That’s why he’s so successful. He just never leaves it alone.
It’s a great message for business people to understand.”
Norcross looms large as the state turns its focus to 2017. It might be too early to gauge
the race between frontrunners Steve Sweeney and Steve Fulop, but we know that whatever “life after Chris Christie” means for New Jersey, Norcross will be a part of it.

3
Jon F. Hanson (3)
If your choices were figuring out how to stop the bleeding in Atlantic City or trying to
complete the American Dream Meadowlands project, which one might be the less grueling task?
Unfortunately for Hanson, he doesn’t get to choose — he’s Christie’s point man for
both, so he’s immensely important even without his day job as a real estate magnate.
“His biggest challenge is figuring out how to move all the pieces around,” one insider
said of the Hampshire Cos. founder. “He’s so busy right now between the Meadowlands
and what he’s doing down in Atlantic City. And he’s doing it for free; he’s a volunteer.”
So how does he do it?
One source said it’s his loads of “dough and credibility” that make him the right man
for the jobs. “And he’s a combination of a public-spirited guy who’s got a gravitas because
of his balance sheet and his performance.”
Some wonder if even Hanson has the magic to save Atlantic City. One source notes
the resort town is “going down the tubes.” Another says, “It is beyond multigenerational
repair. It makes me think of Detroit — you’ve got to go bankrupt and reboot it.”
Hanson, as always, has a plan. He is credited for much of the ideas around last week’s
Atlantic City summit when the state decided to install an emergency manager.
And he will likely keep plugging away as long as Christie is around.
There may, in fact, be a light at the tunnel when it comes to American Dream — construction crews have long since set up shop at the Meadowlands Sports Complex, both
to begin changing the hated Xanadu-vintage exterior and start work on the project’s new
water and amusement parks.
Of course, then it will be on to the next project.
This is the second consecutive year he’s been No. 3 on the list — and the third time
in four years.
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4
Robert C. Garrett (17)
Garrett already leaped into our Top 10 when he helped orchestrate Hackensack University Health Network’s pending merger with Meridian Health — a move that will create
the state’s biggest hospital system in terms of revenue and reach when it’s fully integrated
later this year.
Then he helped Hackensack be a leader during the Ebola scare as it became one of
three hospitals in the state designated to handle a patient — a move that necessitated
some serious preparation and planning.
And, if that wasn’t enough, he helped put together the Hackensack-Seton Hall school
of medicine and research center — a move that will provide an enormous economic boon
for the old Roche campus in Nutley and Clifton that many feared would become another
of the state’s white elephants.
“Who’s done more in the past 12 months?” one admirer said.
And here’s the catch: These moves will keep on giving.
The private school will turn all 11 hospitals in the Hackensack-Meridian system into
teaching hospitals, which will help attract top students and top physicians from around
the area and the country.
And the research facility could create a cluster of biopharma companies the state
would love to lure.
All of this figures to make the Hackensack-Meridian system among the very best in
the country.
Garrett is never one looking for credit, always crediting his staff for enabling the organization to do so much in so many areas. But after this, one insider said anyone in the
state will be happy to lend a hand.
“Garrett was high anyway, but obviously with the news recently, probably Top 5,” one
insider said. “He’s got the ear of everyone right now — whatever he wants.”

5
Michele Brown (14)
If you’re looking for variations on the definition of powerful, consider this one: You
are wanted by everyone.
That may be the best way to describe why Michele Brown moves into the Top 10 on
our list for the first time, coming in as the top-ranked woman in the state.
A little more than two years after Gov. Chris Christie handpicked her to run the powerful and influential Economic Development Authority, Brown was lured away last week
to become the CEO and president of Choose New Jersey.
“Michele Brown is the perfect choice for this evolving role,” one fan said. “Michele
will take Choose to the next level of sustainable growth and impact.
“She brings a triple threat of strengths — successful experience leading the EDA, an
enviable network of relationships and a combination of intellect, persuasiveness and persistence.”
How good is she? Consider this: She was at the top spot of the NJBIZ Power 50 Real
Estate list (along with EDA COO Tim Lizura).
The EDA, after all, is coming off of a banner year, thanks to its revamped incentive
programs — and the recent news that Mercedes-Benz is leaving the state for Georgia actually may have bolstered the case for strong subsidies.
And then there’s this: She is one of Christie’s most trusted advisers. One source called
her “the person who makes sure the stagecoach doesn’t go off the cliff. … I think that her
subject matter expertise is not what he relies on — he goes other places for that — but for
the common sense, ‘How do you see this?’ ”
And if you think this new role will change that, think again.
“She’s still going to have those connections,” one insider said. “And she’ll have more
flexibility on the political side because now she’s out in private enterprise.”
Continued on page 18
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6
Stephen Sweeney (5)
The state Senate president and gubernatorial hopeful remains powerful, even if
he may have a tough road ahead.
His bipartisan victories may be fewer
and farther between now that Gov. Christie, his longtime dancing partner, seems
more focused on his national ambitions
than New Jersey politics.
“They’re not giving Sweeney now
what he used to get,” one insider said. “It’s
harder for him to make a deal with the governor and deliver. ... He could before, now
they’re not going to let him do it.”
But before you think all of this blocking comes from Christie, realize some of it

comes from Sweeney’s own party, too.
“North Jersey guys may not want to do
things to help Sweeney,” the insider continued. “I think it’s going to be harder for
Sweeney to position himself now because
(Jersey City Mayor Steve) Fulop is now trying to create this North Jersey bloc.”
But don’t underestimate Sweeney. He
didn’t get where he is by crumbling under
pressure.
In fact, he’s doing what he can to stay
ahead in the game.
“He was smart to get out early on
North Jersey gaming,” another insider
said. “I thought he would wait a while on

that, but I guess he got religion quick and
said, ‘I can’t be parochial for much longer.
I’ve got to get up there and get in that issue.’”
All while redefining himself (his relationship with Christie, once a positive, is
now viewed as a liability) and redefining
himself in unfamiliar territory.
“He’s got a lot of ground to cover,” said
another insider, more literally then figuratively.
“It’s easier for a North Jersey guy to
go down south and campaign. It’s much
harder for a South Jersey guy (to come
north).”

person said. “That’s what Jamie does.”
And he does it by playing a game
many in politics don’t know how to play.
He just wants to make deals.
“That’s all it’s about with him — making the deal,” the insider said. “He is very
methodical and only worries about the
end result.
“And he’ll be ruthless about getting
there.”
In other words, don’t misinterpret his
sometimes easygoing personality.
“He doesn’t want to play politics, and
if you do, he’ll want nothing to do with you.
You better be ready to make a deal — and

make the best deal possible for the situation, not for your political party. Jamie is
not interested in that.”
Infrastructure advocates can only
hope this solve-the-situation policy is
what is needed to solve the seemingly
hopelessly bankrupt Transportaion Trust
Fund.
The state’s aging roads, bridges and
tunnels desperately need the help.
If they don’t get it, all businesses will
suffer.
That’s why Fox was the right man for
this job.
“It was an easy pick,” an insider said.

in 2014,” they said. As the largest provider
of the Medicaid program under a contract
with the state, Horizon has signed up thousands of new members under the ACA.
In these volatile times, the insider
said, Marino’s deep operational expertise
has served the company well.
On his watch, the state’s largest health
insurer “implemented health reform
pretty smoothly” — successfully selling
thousands of health care plans directly to
the public via HealthCare.gov, the online
health insurance exchange created by
Obamacare,” one close watcher of health
care in New Jersey said.

Marino is mainstreaming innovative
practices, such as their “patient-centered
models,” another fan said.
Previously, these innovations had
been “siloed in a subsidiary — causing internal tensions.”
His work is not done.
Marino contends the ACA did little to
stem the rising cost of health insurance in
the state. More people got covered, but
they didn’t necessarily get a better deal.
That’s Marino’s next challenge.
“Bob has been ahead of the game
throughout,” one insider said. “That’s why
he needs to be high on the list.”

7
Jamie Fox (NR)
He’s the man at the center of trying to
save the state’s depleted Transportation
Trust Fund, a task so critical this year that
Christie tapped a full-fledged Democratic
political operative to help find a solution
in Trenton.
The proven dealmaker — now in his
second run as the state’s transportation
chief — was confirmed almost instantaneously, by Trenton standards.
Why? One insider said that, for once,
his selection had nothing to do with politics.
“This was just about getting the person in there who can get the job done,” the

8
Robert Marino (7)
We can’t really explain why Marnio
drops one spot on our list.
After all, among all the other business
people on here, his Newark-based company can point to a substantial rise — as
least in terms of customers — thanks to the
Affordable Care Act.
Already the dominant health insurance company in the state, Horizon Blue
Cross Blue Shield now covers 3.7 million
lives in New Jersey.
That’s not easy to do. One insider
credits Marino, its CEO and president.
“(He was a) steady hand on the tiller”
during the Medicaid expansion that began
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9
Ralph Izzo (11)
Social media.
Leave it to Ralph Izzo, who many call
“the smartest guy in the room” to try and
figure out social media.
But that is just one of the many things
the PSEG chairman and chief executive
has his company doing.
Makes sense.
After Hurricane Sandy, utilities
learned two very important lessons: They
need to dramatically upgrade their infrastructure. And they need to increase their
ability to talk to customers in the worst of
times.
“We’re actually one of the nation’s

leaders in utilities with Twitter followings,”
he recently bragged.
Other top leaders just like to brag
about Izzo.
“Izzo is the visionary,” one fan said.
“He’s an elegant genius.”
He’s figuring out a lot more than just
Facebook, too.
“I think they have some really big
plans for building out our infrastructure,”
another source said.
“Sandy was a big wake-up call for the
state,” another said.
“But if you’re looking for a positive, it’s
this: Without it, we likely would have been

putting all this off as we did so long with
transportation.”
So it makes sense that Izzo is not only
on our list, but in the Top 10 for the second
time.
“Obviously, Ralph is an incredibly
important person in the state,” said one
insider.
“When you look at the pillars of business that exist here, it’s PSE&G, it’s Prudential, it’s the health care industry.”
Chairing the New Jersey Chamber of
Commerce doesn’t hurt, either.
But we’re more impressed with his
ability to tweet.

He’s certainly stepping up his interest.
“You hear about members of the
Democratic party in Bergen getting birthday cards, and he’s down the Shore at
some sort of pancake breakfast,” one insider said. “Is that smart or desperate?”
Either way, he doesn’t have to rely on
spin for a record of accomplishments.
He’s doing so much in Jersey City that
even his biggest announcements — such
as last week’s news about the plans for the
biggest building in the state coming to the
city — are almost considered routine now.
Another source called him “an emerging leader in the state who may be realiz-

ing that his time is not yet.
“And he also recognizes he’s building
something in Jersey City that could be an
enduring legacy for him.”
So is his time now or later?
“He could always run to lose,” another
said. “If he runs and runs a good campaign, that’s not necessarily a loss for him.
He’s still a young guy.”
With a pretty good sense of humor.
When asked how he thought Fulop
would feel if he were paired with Sweeney
on our list, one insider didn’t hesitate:
“He would laugh hysterically.”

10
Steven Fulop (20)
His star is rising — there’s no denying that — but our sources were split on
whether it’s rising too quickly.
The second-year mayor of Jersey City
earned praise for building on what was a
good foundation there, his savvy use of
state incentives and his strong relationship with developers.
When it comes to whether he’s ready
to run for governor?
“I think he’s putting together the political alliances where he could be the person (in 2017),” one political junkie said. “If
you get Hudson, Bergen, Essex aligned, it’s
going to be tough to overcome.”

Continued on page 21

Previous Top 10s
2014

2013

2012

2011

10. David Rebuck
9. Mike DuHaime
8. Mary O’Dowd
7. Robert Marino
6. Michele Brown
5. Stephen Sweeney
4. William Palatucci
3. Jon Hanson
2. George Norcross III
1. Chris Christie

10. Ralph Izzo
9. Lopa Kolluri
8. Revel creditors
7. Raphael Ghermezian
6. David Cote
5. Robert Barchi
4. Marc Ferzan
3. Jon Hanson
2. George Norcross III
1. Chris Christie

10. Kenneth Frazier
9. Kevin DeSanctis
8. Joe Taylor
7. John Strangfeld
6. Jon Hanson
5. Caren Franzini
4. Kevin O’Dowd
3. George Norcross III
2. Robert C. Garrett
1. Chris Christie

10. Caren Franzini
9. Nader Ghermezian
8. Anthony Coscia
7. Kim Guadagno
6. George Norcross III
5. Richard Bagger
4. David Cote
3. Jon Hanson
2. Dennis Bone
1. Chris Christie
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Grapevine: A special Power 100 edition
W

e heard so many good behindthe-scenes insights, so much
speculation, we figured a special Grapevine edition was needed:

On Phil Murphy: “Did you see his Christmas
card this year? Think about these optics:
He talks about one kid at a private school
and the family skiing. He’s running in a

Democratic primary. It’s hilarious. You
couldn’t have invented it if you wanted to.”

On Dr. Robert Barchi: “Bob Barchi considers himself the most interesting man in
the world — he’s the guy in the Dos Equis commercial. He knows how to make
clocks, he knows how to do mergers, he
sails by the stars.”

On Jeff Chiesa (taking over at Wolff & Samson): “They’re very bullish on their prospects, very optimistic about the future. Of
course, like Mike Tyson said, ‘Everyone
has a plan until you are punched in the
face.’” The future of the firm remains to be
seen.
On Mack-Cali Realty Corp.: “Mitch (Hersh)

gets the blame. Mitch is the fall guy and he
probably was too late to change their strategy. (But) the board of directors is always
the one responsible for management. In
the end, the buck stops with the board of
directors in whatever institution you’re at.”

On the Giants and Jets vs. Triple Five: “Their legal
argument (the Giants and Jets) wasn’t good.
There was a settlement, and like all good
settlements, both parties go away unhappy.”
On Ras Baraka: “If he calls the governor, chanc-

An extraordinary legacy in New Jersey

Start your NJM

es are, the governor is going to call five other
people and find out what he’s calling for. But
he’s not going to ignore him. He doesn’t particularly like him, but you can’t ignore Ras
Baraka because he has a standing that I think
is unique in the state right now. Someone
who came up as an underdog, as a populist
— and he was able to take an election away
from significant power brokers in the state,
including Norcross and Ray Chambers.”

On the governor’s office: “(The) people who
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understood the governor the best and the
people who not only had direct access to,
but were able to have real conversations
with him aren’t around anymore. I wouldn’t
have anybody in the front office in the top
50 because it’s not really functioning as state
government. It’s all about the campaign.”

On the governor’s staff: “It’s in a holding pattern. If you are a senior staffer and loyal to
the governor, timing counts. If (U.S. Attorney Paul) Fishman drops an indictment,
you’re not going to jump anytime soon after that because you’ll look disloyal. That’s
had a paralyzing effect on some of the commissioners who may have left in ordinary
times but can’t because they don’t want to
be perceived as jumping off a sinking ship.”

On casinos in North Jersey: “There will be two.
The casinos in North Jersey is the perfect
coalescence of all things that are good and
make good policy. You can bail out the Atlantic City casinos by bringing gaming to
North Jersey. People like gaming, so it’s
good policy. Then the owners and operators can make a lot of money, so it’s good
for them. Putting it in Jersey City, a worldclass environment, can bring business to
New Jersey from New York, and having
one in the Meadowlands makes so much
sense. Sometimes in politics if things make
sense, it doesn’t happen, but here I think
everyone got to the realization that this is
just really smart. It’s going to happen.”
On the Port Authority: “The whole Jersey operation is totally shredded, it’s cut off. It’s
the Port Authority of New York, and New
Jersey has to ask permission. Jersey used
to have a big say.” No more, they said.
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THE TEENS
11 Paul Fishman (22)
OK, we all know it. At any given moment, Fishman could
drop the hammer on the
Christie administration
or anyone else associated with Bridgegate
— a move that would
have an impact around
the state and across the
country. “He controls (Christie’s) destiny,”
said ... well, just about everyone. That
makes the U.S. Attorney pretty powerful.
But it’s not the only reason. “Even if there
were no indictments, if you look at the issues that are facing the world, the nation,
New Jersey — security, to me, is the No. 1
issue,” one insider said. “Paul Fishman is
going to play a prominent role in whatever comes next. Put the bridge aside; it’s a
scary time that we’re living in and I think
the U.S. Attorney is going to have a prominent role.”

12 John Degnan (NR)
The chair of the Port Authority, a
Democrat appointed by Christie, has a
tough task ahead. “The pendulum has
swung to New York, big time,” said one

source. But if you think Degnan is there
to play second fiddle,
think again; despite his
nice guy persona. “His
demeanor is soft, and
the tendency is to think
that he was there to be
somebody to just make
sure the ship doesn’t
sink, but (not) try to move anywhere with
it,” one insider said. “(That’s) not his style
at all.” Said another: “He’s a very good guy,
(but) not someone you ever want to cross.”
Ah, yes, that personality. “He is somebody
who looks at things analytically all of the
time,” an insider said. “He does not fool
himself.” Another put it more bluntly: “A
tough son of a (gun); a very good trial lawyer.”

13 Christopher Paladino (23)
What he’s done in New Brunswick
— mastering the art of
public-private investment — is so impressive that it’s seen as one
of the few things that
can turn around Atlantic City. The president
of New Brunswick Development Corp., or Devco, remains one
of Christie’s and Hanson’s top advisers
on the resort town, and his involvement
is perhaps more important than ever.

And this is as he continues to churn out
transformative, dynamic projects in New
Brunswick that will make the most out
of Rutgers’ ambitious growth plans. The
Devco-led transformation of the school’s
College Avenue campus is moving along
as quickly as any project in the state. It will
be a difference-maker.

ably him assembling the political team
and doing the political outreach around
the country.” This is clearly a one-off from
state business, but some suggest — even
though Christie’s national star has faded a
bit — it still shines on the state. “It’s been a
long time, since Bradley, that we have had
a legitimate presidential candidate — that
means something.”

14 William Palatucci/Mike DuHaime (4/9)
Perhaps the toughest placement on
this year’s list — the
two men most considered to be the keys to
Christie’s presidential
ambitions. Palatucci remains a close confidant
of the governor and will
be the point man for his
national strategy. “He’s got the Rolodex
to open the doors in at
least 35 states where
the governor’s been
and then a few where
he hasn’t been,” one
insider said. “So I think
that’s where his relationship is strongest.”
Some call him simply, ‘The Money Man,’
but others said that’s not a fair assessment
of his value. “Bill is really the organizer of
relationships and really providing a special role to the governor.” DuHaime, meanwhile, is the political organizer. “It’s prob-

15 Ghermezian family (18)
We’re still not sure who is calling the
shots with this ever-secretive family that is in
control of the American
Dream project — we
just know they remain
true power players. Just
ask the Giants and Jets
what it’s like to battle
them. And though they may have missed
out on Izod Center (for now), sources say
the Ghermezians are still players for the
arena in the long term. “I think they want
to have a significant footprint beyond
even the presence that they’re at now,”
one insider said. “I don’t think their plans
end with American Dream,” said another.
“They want to be big players here. Their
push for the Izod Center was significant.
And that’s not over.” Said another source,
after dealing with the family: “They are really, really smart.”
Continued on page 22
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16 Regina Egea (83)
The governor’s chief of staff always
seems to be the secondmost powerful position
in an administration.
Is that the case with
Egea? “Top 15 without a
doubt,” said one insider.
Another said she gets
high marks for simply
remaining. “Is she influential?” the person
asked. “Absolutely, because I think that
she’s part of the management of what’s left
there, as I think people would naturally bail
during any kind of second administration.”

17 Steven J. Pozycki (13)
Another example of why developers
can be so important to
the state. Pozycki’s SJP
Properties has highprofile projects all over
New Jersey — and is
doing business that
is keeping jobs in the
state. “He gets a star because he wowed UPS (in Parsippany),” one
insider said. “He did a good job at selling
his property. It was a big win for New Jersey that UPS stayed.” Said another: “Quality guy and quality work.”

18 Kenneth Frazier (12)

THE TWENTIES

It would be impossible to keep the
head of Merck off our
list. Even though it remains a Jersey company, Merck’s move from
Whitehouse Station in
2013 showed just how
important it is to the
state economy. “There
are a dozen corporate executives, who, because of the nature of the company, have
to be on a list of 100.”

19 Maria Comella (94)
The communications director for
Christie takes a major
leap forward this year
— and for good reason.
“Maria is way inner
circle,” said one. “She’s
tough to work with,
(but) she’s really good.
You may not like a lot of
what Maria does, but she built a really effective communications office.” Being with
Christie nonstop helps. “She’s always with
him,” the source said. “On all these trips, I
dare say she’s probably on every one. He
really relies upon her.” As Christie’s inner circle in state government becomes
smaller — and his aspirations outside of
the state larger — her role in his day-today interaction in the state will only grow.

20 Kim Guadagno (16)
Underestimate Guadagno at your own
risk, some say. While
she won’t simply step
into the role of the next
Republican gubernatorial candidate, don’t
discount what she has
done with a new position in state government. “She’s crisscrossing the state,” said
a political junkie. “(Christie) has given her
an unbelievable perch. Everybody poohpoohed the role. … She’s been doing that
for years. She’s probably hit saturation by
now. But she’s been doing these ribboncuttings all over New Jersey: a little winery
in some (out-of-the-way) part of South Jersey, where nobody from state government
ever cared to show up.” It’s hard to imagine
many with more business connections.
“Every corporation that’s looking to either
expand or attract or be interested in New
Jersey comes through her, so she’s got to
be (high) on the list,” another said.

21 Barry Ostrowsky (27)
A lot of people had a lot of good things
to say about the head of Barnabas Health.
“He is intelligent, experienced and visionary,” one said. “He is the personality that
you want at the controls in the manage-

ment of health care because what Barnabas has done, unlike other systems, is
more aggressively attacked the urban delivery systems.” And
it’s still working to do
more. “There is a large
conversation
going
on (with Horizon) about the movement
toward
population
health.”
Another fan just raved about what he has
done in his short time in the top job: “Barry
is, to me, playing above the rim right now.”

22 Timothy J. Lizura (32)
The COO of the state’s Economic Development Authority
(for now) is one of the
biggest players in the
real estate game (he
joined Michele Brown
at the No. 1 spot in our
Power 50 Real Estate
list), and that means
he’s a player here, too. “Tim is the dealmaker,” an insider said of his relationship
with Brown. “He’s the blocking and tackling guy.” And no one has been making
bigger deals of late than the EDA. Brown’s
departure to Choose New Jersey should
only increase Lizura’s role and influence
in the state’s economic development.
Continued on page 24
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Government Relations

Call Johanna Desiderio to arrange for a comprehensive consultation.

Dughi, Hewit & Domalewski
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Hello. Your marketing ﬁrm is now obsolete.
#Sorry.

Marketsmith welcomes Brushﬁre to its team.
We are Marketsmith, Inc., an award-winning, innovative, direct response
marketing ﬁrm. And we’ve just acquired NJ’s top creative and communications
agency, Brushﬁre Inc. So what does that mean? It means that we now provide
data-driven strategies and inspiring creative. As if that wasn’t already exciting,
we also offer i.Predictus, a groundbreaking analytics and optimization platform
for TV & digital programmatic advertising. Think of us as a one-stop-shop
Marketplace offering our clients everything they need to achieve their marketing
goals. Marketsmith, i.Predictus, and now Brushﬁre: a winning combination!
Sorry to say, but that’s enough to make any marketing firm obsolete.
Learn more, visit our website or contact
Jill Draper at jdraper@marketsmithinc.com.

arket

Together, we’ll make data make a difference.

ipredictus.com
973.794.6464

marketsmithinc.com
973.889.0006

brushfireinc.com
973.871.1700
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increase with the arrival of Michele Brown.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22

25 Mary O’Dowd (8)
23 John Strangfeld (24)
He’s the head of Prudential and that
alone — well, you know
the drill. “John Strangfeld always should be
high on the list because
he’s the head of probably the most influential
company,” one insider
said. He works closely
with the governor — and seems to share
Christie’s rough-and-tumble style. “John is
kind of the classic get-the-job-done guy,”
one insider said. “I think he’s this way on
the property, too, with his own people: ‘I
don’t care if you love me. I just care that,
the next time we tally the score up, that
we’re ahead and the other guy is behind.’ ”

The health commissioner role in New
Jersey cannot be understated, not with the impact meds have on jobs
and growth. “When you
think about nonpublic employment in this
state, it’s health care,”
one insider said. “Mary
O’Dowd is very important.” In more ways
than many realize. One insider lauded her
for her behind-the-scenes handling of the
Ebola situation. “She took control and had
everyone organized,” the person said. “We
were on top of it from the beginning.” It
was just one of the ways her office interacts with health care. “Does business have
to deal with her? One hundred percent,”
another said. “She has influence.”

24 Ralph LaRossa (NR)
Some say you can’t separate the two
Ralphs at PSEG. Others say this: “The face
of PSE&G New Jersey
is LaRossa. If you talk
to people in government and people in the
business world, day to
day, you’re dealing with
LaRossa.” And then there’s his role as chair
at Choose New Jersey, which should only

26 Kevin Cummings (45)
“Kevin is the lead banker in the state
at this point; no one is
doing more than him
today,” one fan said of
the head of Investors
Bank. But, they were
quick to say, Cummings
has great people at his
side. “(Tim) Touhey,
Kevin and (Rich) Spengler — it’s a troika.

And don’t forget about VP John Nietzel,
too.” This is a deep group. It’s why Investors’ IPO took off. And why most people
feel this is just the beginning. “They are
only going to get bigger and better and
gain more influence,” said one insider.

27 Vincent Prieto (31)
He may have landed his role as Assembly speaker in a
political deal, but he’s
made the most of it.
“Prieto is still learning
how to be the speaker,
but he knows his stuff
about policy,” one political junkie said. “You
can talk to him about the Transportation
Trust Fund or pensions or anything else
and you can have a real conversation with
him. He’s been at this job for a year, so he
needs a little more experience, but Prieto
is not going to get pushed around. He’s on
the way up.” He may not need that much
more time. His skill in getting the bill
consolidating the Meadowlands’ agencies drafted and through the Legislature
— and doing it right before the holiday
break — showed some veteran leadership
skill. “When you call a special session on
the Monday before Christmas, and you
get this kind of a bill passed — this never
would have happened without Prieto,” one
government insider said.

28 Anthony Coscia (28)
One of the “good guys” of business in
New Jersey. You know
the type: Big impact,
little
self-promotion.
“Tony’s always a player
because he’s respected
on all sides,” one insider
said. He’s a player because he does so much.
Being chair of Amtrak and a partner with
Windels, Marx, Lane & Mittendorf are just
two of his many duties. Of course, his role
with Amtrak gives New Jersey a key figure
in one of the biggest transportation agencies.

29 William Mullen (29)
You may have heard about all the issues with the Transportation Trust Fund —
and the big push in the
state to get it fixed and
find money for needed
projects. Because of it,
figure it to be a big year
for unions in the state,
which means it will be a big year for Mullen, the president of the state’s Building
and Construction Trades Council. “I think
his stature continues to rise with all the
infrastructure work and building trades,”
one insider said.
Continued on page 26

A Health Plan With Better
Vision, Hearing and Taste.
Vision – we put our profits into our plans to make sure they’re always improving.
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A DIVERSE PRACTICE THAT PLACES THE CLIENT FIRST.

As one of the largest law firms in New Jersey, MDM&C is proud to
represent and support industry and commerce throughout the state.
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a statewide and national reputation for integrity, innovation, and quality.
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THE THIRTIES
30 Ras Baraka (NR)
Everyone had something to say about
the mayor of Newark.
“He’s powerful in the
city of Newark and that,
by definition, means
something,” said one.
Many others agreed —
and many others agreed
the start has been rocky.
“I don’t know what he does for business; I
haven’t seen anything yet,” said a Newark
power player. “Newark needs a business
recruitment strategy, and at the moment
it’s missing one,” said another. All, however, are willing to give him a chance to
grow. One noted how he always does his
homework before dealing with an issue, a
pleasant surprise. Another put it this way:
“He’s growing as a young leader and understanding that, No. 1, you don’t have to
be trapped in your past; No. 2, there’s a
better way of doing things.”

31 Josh Harris/David Blitzer/Scott
O’Neil (54/NR/76)
They are the owners of the Devils and
Prudential Center (and
don’t forget the Philadelphia 76ers): Harris
and Blitzer. And then
there’s the CEO, Scott
O’Neil — the point person in a very aggressive
campaign.
“They’ve
come into Newark like gangbusters,” said
one. “There’s been no
retrenchment, there’s
been no holding back.
They’re very active
and participatory and
looking for other ways.
They’re actively out
there saying, ‘Suggest
how we can be helpful.’” It hasn’t been
easy. The teams are
struggling and it’s a fight
to get more control in
the city. “I think you’re
going to start seeing
them trying to use their
muscle to create some
redevelopment around
the arena, which is really what’s needed,”
another said. “I wouldn’t be surprised if
they started owning stuff.” The reason: All
agree they are in this for more than themselves; they are committed to New Jersey.
Paying to shut down the Izod Center will
fill more dates in Newark, but this group
clearly is looking beyond city borders.
“I think you’re going to see them get involved in Atlantic City,” said one executive.
“I think you already see them involved in
Camden (with the Sixers practice facility).”
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32 Jeff LeBenger (NR)

36 Robert Unanue (26)

It’s easy to say health care is changing
on the fly — but tough to
be in the business and
stay ahead of the game.
LeBenger, head of the
ever-growing Summit
Medical Group, is doing
just that. “Innovative,
preventive care is part
of their equation; (they are) unafraid to
use technology aggressively, deep into the
IT side,” are just some of the things one insider rattled off about LeBenger and SMG.
And, the source said, don’t forget about
the most important thing: “They are very
much near the top of the list (when you
look at quality of care).”

With $1 billion in revenue, Goya is
one of the biggest companies in the state. And
no one is bigger in the
Hispanic community,
which can’t be overstated. “They have a
huge impact,” one insider said. “Everyone
wants to hear their story. It’s important
when companies make it, especially a Hispanic company that’s gone through the
travel that Goya has gone through, it’s really important that they give back. I don’t
necessarily mean monetarily, they need to
give back their time and let them be accessible to other Hispanic companies to show
them that they can also make it.” Unanue
makes sure Goya does just that.

33 Raymond Lesniak (39)
The state senator from Union County
is all business, leading the sports gaming
fight, among other issues. “He is the go-to
guy on the Democratic
side of the ledger for
any business issue —
period,” one insider
said. “There’s no one who holds a candle
to him.” He gets high marks for being a primary sponsor of the Economic Opportunity Act, which showed its enormous impact
last year. And he’s rumored to be thinking
about taking a shot at running for governor, too, which could make for an even
more interesting campaign season.

34 Christopher Porrino (NR)
Another Christie insider whose stock
is up during the second
term. “He is becoming more and more of
a player as chief counsel (on) the big stuff,
whether it’s American
Dream, whether it’s this
(Meadowlands) merger
bill,” one source said. “I think the governor
relies on Porrino because of his intellect,”
said another.

35 Kevin O’Dowd (14)
Perhaps O’Dowd should be on the list
just because the state’s
two top players both
love him. He jumped
from being a go-to guy
for Christie to one for
Norcross, taking over as
COO of Cooper University Hospital. “Cooper is
at the epicenter of a lot of economic moves
in Camden,” one insider said. “It seemed
natural (for him to go to Cooper after John
Sheridan’s untimely death) because Norcross and Sweeney really like Kevin, and
they really respect him. It was a logical
place for him to land.” And a nice intersection between business and government.

37 Stuart Rabner (NR)
You could make a case for the chief
justice of the state Supreme Court any year,
but perhaps now more
than ever. “He would be
an interesting add because all issues that are
going to be important
come before the New
Jersey Supreme Court,” one legal analyst
said, ticking off the pension issue, Atlantic
City happenings, gaming, among others.
This could be a spot for all the judges in the
state, but we’ll hand it to Rabner, whose influence extends far beyond one case. “He’s
a player for sure,” said a legal insider. “And
he’s going to be around for a while.”

38 Robert Barchi (15)
It was a quiet year for the Rutgers
president, but all he
did was continue to execute the higher ed restructuring that began
three years ago. “I think
he has done a herculean task of putting this
thing together with not
a lot … of hiccups. He’s been able to attract some extraordinarily talented people
to (Rutgers Biomedical and Health Sciences),” one source said. “Has he rubbed
some people the wrong way? Certainly,
but that’s a positive in this case: It’s not the
same old Rutgers. He has totally shaken up
the bureaucracy, which is all a good thing”.

39 Christopher Eisgruber (53)
With all due respect to all the other
universities in the state,
none can touch Princeton, where Eisgruber
is president. But if you
want to know how important Princeton is to
business, feel free to
look past the fact it was
named the top school in the country by

U.S. News & World Report (again) and that
its campus draws some of the top students
and professors in the world, and consider
this: Companies go out of their way to get
a Princeton mailing address, even if they
are not exactly in the confines of Princeton
proper. Being associated with the name is
that important. If you want a magnet for
business attraction, look no further.

THE FORTIES
40 Dana Redd (NR)
It’s the question that follows anyone
who works closely with
George Norcross —
how much are you controlled by him? Redd,
the mayor of Camden,
generally earned strong
reviews. “We know that
she’s George’s buddy,
but she has her own mind,” one insider
said. “She’s in the game at the beginning
of the game and handles herself well.”
Another put it another way: “Can you
imagine working for George?” the person
asked, before answering: “Your level of
competence and skill has to be extremely
high in order to survive. So the team that
he’s put together are all first-class in their
own right.” With so much pouring into the
effort to revitalize Camden, Redd becomes
a big player.

41 Patrick Dunican (37)
He heads Gibbons, one of the toptier law firms not only
in Newark, but in the
state. And that’s the end
game, said a fan. “He’s
taken a Top 200 law firm
and put them in the mix
in Jersey,” they said.
“They’re not thinking of
Boston or L.A. or Hong Kong — they are
Jersey and want to own Jersey. The firm
has tentacles all over the place in the state.
If anything, they are making a push to expand into South Jersey.” The firm maintains a nonpolitical role but has a roster of
lawyers involved in the game, headed by
Bill Palatucci.

42 Dale Florio (34)
We never want to say people got
on the list by reputation alone, but when
you’re Dale Florio, your
reputation around the
Statehouse is priceless.
“Dale is Dale, sort of
the Cadillac of Trenton,” said one source.
“He’s the biggest and best lobbyist,” said
another. His firm, Princeton Public Affairs
Group, is acknowledged as being the best.
It’s the reason another said: “Dale should
always be on there; he’s a very good lobbyist, very influential.”
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43 Stephen Vajtay (82)

45 Robert Hugin/Rich Bagger (NR/62)

He heads McCarter & English, another top firm in Newark and the state. “They
are involved in a lot of
big things and always
do a good job,” one insider said. And their
influence only figures
to increase with the acquisition of David Sorin’s boutique firm in
East Brunswick. Sorin will be a managing
partner from that office, heading the firm’s
venture capital and early stage and emerging companies practice.

One (Hugin) is the CEO of Celgene,
who got plenty of praise.
“He’s a superstar, on the
board of Princeton, former Marine, relatively
young guy,” one insider
said. “He heads up one
of the most significant
pharmaceutical companies in the world. You see him on TV on a
regular basis.” The other
(Bagger) is a senior vice
president, but may be
better known since he
is a former chief of staff
of Christie. “Bagger’s
great; he should be the
governor,” said another.
His ties to government remain: “I still think
Rich has influence and can exercise influence if he wants,” an insider said.

44 Edward Deutsch (47)
He is the managing partner of the
largest law firm in
the state: McElroy,
Deutsch, Mulvaney &
Carpenter, a firm he has
helped greatly expand
through acquisitions.
Not that he planned it
that way. Deutsch said
growth was done one lawyer at a time, not
with a grand plan. Don’t be fooled — he’s
clearly about more than just building his
firm: “He is one of the preeminent grayhaired, wiser guys in the legal industry,”
one insider said. “He does get called by a
lot of people to represent them in business
settings.”

46 Brent Saunders (NR)
The acquisition of Allergen last November was just the
latest and greatest for
Actavis, which beat out
Jersey’s Valeant for the
company. “He keeps
merging
everything,”
one insider said. And
he’s doing so with some
guidance. “Keep your eyes open for what

he’s going to buy next,” said another. “He’s
been very successful at what he’s done and
I believe, if you look carefully, you’ll see Mr.
Icahn is the guy that pushed him.” Saunders, however, isn’t all business. “Because
of all of his business things, he should be
recognized, but he has a position and relationship with the Christie folks because
he’s a good fundraiser, too.”

47 John Lloyd (73)
It’s hard to believe, but suddenly overlooked in the wake of
the Hackensack-Seton
Hall School of Medicine
announcement is the
Hackensack-Meridian
hospital system merger. That combination
worked because Lloyd,
still a few years away from retirement, is
the perfect partner for Hackensack’s Garrett, his longtime friend. Together, the two
will lead what will become the biggest
system in the state, both in revenue and
reach. That’s no easy task. One insider,
however, said Lloyd is a perfect leader in
the ever-changing industry. “He’s a good
man,” the source said. “He’s a look-’emin-the-eye guy. He’s a bundle of energy,
doesn’t mince words. He’s got a holistic
view of the industry.” One worth taking
about. “It’s a conversation that you enjoy
having because it’s not just Meridian-fo-

cused,” the source continued. “He’s going
to set the terrain for you and then indicate
how he sees that.”

48 Ray Pocino (55)
Everyone knows the state needs to
re-energize its manufacturing base — and
rebuild its transportation infrastructure. Are
there two better ways to
energize our economy?
It’s a good time to be in
unions, and Pocino, the
politically well-connected regional head
of the Laborers’ International Union of
North America, is a key power player.

49 Alfred Koeppe (36)
Underestimate Al Koeppe at your own
peril. Especially in Newark. He may be (semi)
retired and is no longer
a CEO, but he’s still the
chairman of the EDA
and well-respected by
all in business and government. “He has not
succeeded by accident,” one insidier said.
“Christie kept him on, even though he was
a Corzine guy, and at the same time, he led
the transition team for Ras Baraka. That
says something about your stature.”
Continued on page 28
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THE FIFTIES
50 Carl Icahn/Glenn Straub (NR/NR)
We’re still waiting for an AC Devcotype leader for Atlantic
City. Until then, we’ll
say these two may be
the most powerful people on the boardwalk.
“The reality is, if the Taj
(controlled by Icahn)
turns off their lights
and Revel (controlled by Straub) doesn’t
reopen, you have half
of the boardwalk literally dark,” said one.
Everyone knows about
Icahn; Straub is a bit of
an unknown. His influence, however, is great.
“Glenn Straub is on
there,” said one, “not because Revel is so
big, but whatever he does, people want to
read about it. And if he does something
cool, and it’s in A.C., he’s influential.”

51 Cory Booker/Bob Menendez (71)
We’ll have them share a spot again,
with full acknowledgement that Menendez is
truly the senior senator. “(Booker is a) bigtime second fiddle to
Bob Menendez,” one
source said. Both, however, have made sure to
maintain their Jersey focus in Washington.
With the ever-growing
chase for dollars, that
can’t be overstated.
They both are frequent
visitors to the state.
Just for kicks, we asked
the big-picture question: “(Both) could run
for governor and they’d be the immediate
frontrunner,” a political junkie answered.

53 Phil Murphy (NR)

57 Nancy Cantor (70)

61 A. Gabriel Esteban (NR)

There are plenty of reasons to put
Phil Murphy on the
list, including his likely
standing behind Sweeney and Fulop as a
Democratic gubernatorial hopeful. Some
question if he can shake
the image of being the
next Jon Corzine, which is not necessarily a good comparison. Then again: “I
think Murphy’s dangerous,” one insider
said. “There’s a proven playbook in New
Jersey that certain key organizations respond very well to ‘resources,’ and this is
a gentleman that has lots of ‘resources.’ ”
And while another pointed out that Corzine, for all his shortcomings, did win two
of the biggest statewide elections, they
said Murphy’s impact this year will be for
some smaller offices. “Phil Murphy should
really be on the list because he’s going to
become such an active participant in giving money in the Assembly races.”

Take a moment and try to find someone who isn’t a big fan
of the chancellor of Rutgers-Newark. We’re still
searching. “She stands
up to the people in New
Brunswick, which is very
hard for the (provost) of
Rutgers-Newark to do,”
one said. “Nancy Cantor is a big deal,” another said. “She is influential. People have
risen up and said, “Wow, she’s a comer.’ ”
Is she the successor-in-waiting to Barchi? “I
don’t think she came with a chess board in
mind,” one answered — but she’s opening
plenty of eyes in Newark in the meantime.

The Seton Hall president joins our list
thanks to his blockbuster deal for a medical
school with Hackensack
University Health Network. That came a little
more than three years
into Esteban’s tenure as
president at one of New
Jersey’s proudest universities, one where
he’s spearheaded a move to raise the quality of the incoming classes — SAT scores
are up roughly 80 points since his arrival
— and increase building on campus while
barely increasing the school’s debt. We’re
eager to see what he does for an encore.

58 Greg Brown (NR)

62 Omar Boraie (NR)

The new head of the Rutgers Board of
Governors earns a spot
on the list — and some
felt he should have been
ahead of Barchi. Not
that Barchi couldn’t be
powerful if he wanted —
most think he doesn’t,
though he remains in
good standing with Christie. Brown, however, is stepping into his role with vigor.
“He is more of a bridge to the Statehouse
than Dr. Barchi is, without question,” an
insider said. “He’s already formed a strong
relationship with the Senate president,
who could be the next governor.”

The Boraies, Omar and his son Wasseem, came up so frequently we wonder how
we missed them in our
Real Estate Power 50.
But if you think they
are an overnight sensation, you’d be mistaken.
“(Omar) was a catalyst
in the transformation of New Brunswick
and a very important figure in New Jersey
history,” one fan said. And they’ve spread
their influence, with projects in Newark
and Atlantic City, and they are looking in
Jersey City. “Clearly, there’s going to be
a change in focus in Atlantic City away
from gaming, so their residential project is
something that the city needs. They were
there a few years ago, just showing that
they are visionaries.”

54 Gary Wingens (NR)
The head of the Roseland-based Lowenstein Sandler gets
a push onto the list
thanks to an unsolicited
push from a competitor
in an always tough field:
“I think you’ve got another (law) firm in this
state that has a great
reputation — and that’s Lowenstein.”

55 Ali Houshmand (19)
Rowan is becoming one of the higher
ed leaders in the state,
not just South Jersey.
Houshmand, its president, has a lot to do with
that as he effectively has
brought the school out
of the Rutgers medical
school merger better
than ever. “He’s smart,” one insider said.
“He’s trying to do the right thing.”

52 Jon Bramnick (NR)

56 Joel Bloom (65)

Another person lining up for a run
for governor, but the
Republican leader in
the Assembly has a
narrower field of opponents. “He’s going to
run for governor,” said
just about everyone.
Most think he has a
strong shot to get the nomination, hedging that the election is still years away and
anything can happen. That’s why this year
will be about consolidating power. “I think
Bramnick is a pretty street-smart, savvy
guy, and can go across the aisle, cut ethical
deals, the way Chris cut ethical deals at the
beginning, and pick off disaffected Democrats,” one said.

We used to call NJIT the most unheralded school in the
state, but it’s no longer
flying under the radar — especially in the
business community —
thanks to Bloom. “He’s
a pragmatist, and he
understands business,”
one fan said. “He understands where he
can create productive relationships with
the business community without begging
for money.” The opening of the school’s
New Jersey Innovation Institute and the
arrangements the school has made with
Newark companies such as Panasonic are
examples of how Bloom gets the businesshigher ed relationship.
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59 Paul Sarlo (NR)
The Senate budget chair “wants to
be Senate president if
Sweeney runs, and he’s
the force that Sweeney’s
got to deal with when
he’s trying to build
whatever he wants to
do with his legislation,”
one political insider
told us. The Bergen County Democrat
could be one of the driving forces behind
expanding casino gaming to North Jersey,
a move that would require a constitutional
amendment via a voter referendum.

THE SIXTIES
60 Nariman Farvardin (65)
You don’t need us to tell you how
important STEM is to
the future of the state’s
economy, and we’re
lucky to have Farvardin
leading a school such
as Stevens Institute of
Technology in Hoboken. “Stevens is doing a lot in Hoboken,” one insider said.
“They are very ambitious.” No one works
with business better. And being routinely
named as one of the nation’s top universities for return on investment doesn’t hurt,
either.

63 Jennifer Velez (61)
She was No. 1 on our Power 50 Health
Care last spring. And
for good reason. As the
commissioner of the
Department of Human
Services, she’s busy
with the largest budget
in the state government
and oversight of more
than 15,000 employees. “The most demanding job there is,” said one insider. Another hinted that Velez — in the role since
2007, predating Christie — may be getting
close to leaving.

64 Alex Gorsky (57)
For those who say J&J doesn’t do
enough for New Jersey
(and we heard the cry),
others reminded us of
this: “Their decision to
stay in New Brunswick
saved the city.” As head
of the company, Gorsky
has the same type of
power today: “If J&J decides to do X, that’s
it,” one insider said. “And if Alex Gorsky
needs something, he could call anyone
and get what he wants.”
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65 David Cote (63)

67 Ted Zangari (67)

69 Robert Doherty (60)

71 Denise Morrison (56)

Some wish Honeywell was more active. “You never see
them out there,” one insider said. But that was
in relation to helping
the state philanthropically — at least visibly.
With Cote as CEO, Honeywell is out there plenty — what other company is involved in as
many different types of products? And if
you thought its upcoming move from Morris Township to Morris Plains was big, just
imagine if it left the state.

A regular on these lists, the Sills Cummis & Gross lawyer continues to be influential
because of his work in
real estate and policy.
“Ted has incredible relationships with a lot
of legislators,” one insider said. Another is
impressed by how Zangari finds so many
different ways to have impact around the
state. “Ted’s a very smart guy. He’s very
influential in his law firm, but he takes it
from a different view than Dunican does
and Deutsch does.”

He is the Jersey head of Bank of America, which does more
business,
dollar-fordollar, than any other
in the state. “People still
need banks, still need
money,” one insider
said. And with banks
providing so many
other services to companies and business
owners, Doherty is an easy pick.

She’s the most prominent female CEO
in the state, running
one of its top companies. “Just one of those
that has to be on the
list,” one insider said.
Last winter, the company got a boost when
Subaru announced it
not only wanted to come to Camden, it
wanted to be the first tenant of Campbell’s
long-delayed 13-acre office park.

66 Susan Cole (79)
We would say the Montclair State
president is quietly
turning her school into
an important player
in the higher ed space
in New Jersey, but if
you’ve been on campus
and seen all the construction, you know it
was anything but quiet. That hasn’t kept
insiders from speaking up about her: “Behind Rutgers — notwithstanding Seton
Hall medical school — probably the next
most impactful educational president in
the state today,” one said. “When you talk
about her, people respect her. She’s very
talented.”

www.njbiz.com

68 Ronald Ladell (NR)
He was No. 3 on our last Power 50 Real
Estate for a reason: He’s
one of the state’s top
players in the red-hot
multifamily asset class.
The AvalonBay executive also seems to be in
the mix for just about
every prime redevelopment site with a potential apartment component. And if he’s not putting himself in
the running, other developers are asking
if he’ll come on board, or are just seeking
his input. He’s well-known on the speaking circuit — and known to take calls from
many top leaders in the state for his input.

THE SEVENTIES
72 Kris Singh (NR)
70 Finn Wentworth (66)
“Quiet and incredibly influential,” one
insider said. “He brings
gravitas to the table,”
said another. Wentworth, the founder of
Normandy Real Estate
Partners, doesn’t just
make the list for being
such a gentleman in a
rough-and-tumble sport. His firm is involved in projects up and down the East
Coast (and still plenty of deals in New
Jersey) and he is on the Atlantic City commission with his close friend, Jon Hanson.
Insiders say anyone would be wise to work
with him. “In the business climate, if Finn
wants to do a deal with you, you want to
listen to him.”

Who? It’s OK if you don’t know the
CEO of Holtec International, the global
company that was
awarded $260 million in
incentives to relocate to
Camden from Marlton.
“There’s not another
company and person
that has as little profile (in New Jersey), but
has one of the largest profiles in markets
around the world,” said someone familiar
with Singh’s work. “He is without a doubt
one of the wealthiest people in New Jersey.” A good comparison, the insider said,
is Henry Rowan: “Nobody knew who he
was (until he made a large donation to the
university that now bears his name).”
Continued on page 30
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73 Emanuel Stern (58)
It’s hard to imagine having a list without the longtime president of Hartz Mountain
on it. Gus Milano is now
taking that role at the
company, but Stern still
figures to be calling the
shots at one of Jersey’s
biggest
developers.
And, as always, he’ll do it with gusto. “He
grabs something — and I admire this quality; it’s not a negative — he grabs it, he fixes
it, stretches it, fights it, spits it out and, if
he doesn’t get what he wants, he steps on
it and sues you afterward,” one contemporary said.

PNC’s ubiquitous presence throughout
the Garden State keeps it connected to
so many small and midsized companies.
“She’s very good at what she does,” one fan
said. “She’s very effective.”

75 Michael Kempner (NR)
All the national talk is about Christie. You may remember
someone named Hillary, too. Kempner, the
head of MWW Group, is
Clinton’s No. 1 person
in the state of New Jersey, said one political
enthusiast. “If Hillary
wins the primary, he will have anything
he wants nationally.” Until then, he has his
work at MWW: “It’s an incredibly impactful lobbying firm in the state of New Jersey,
which has R’s and D’s throughout it.”

74 Linda Bowden (64)
There’s the fact the local head of PNC
bank is so well-liked
and
well-respected
across the state. And
then there’s the idea
that she is the face of
the franchise, out front
on all of the public initiatives of the company.
Then there’s this: PNC has more branches
than anyone else in the state. In an era
when banks are contracting locations,

they are very diverse individuals. He talks
the talk, walks the walk, so to speak.” Not
that he brags about it: “He’s a real humble
guy,” the insider said. “That’s probably the
first thing that you notice, how down to
earth he is to be running such a large and
important organization.”

77 Laurence M. Downes (NR)
He’s another utility executive who
could get the governor
on the phone if needed.
The chairman and CEO
of Wall-based New Jersey Resources is an EDA
board member, and he
accompanied Christie
on his recent trade missions to Mexico and Canada. Said one insider, “When they went to Toronto, Larry
was the brains of the operation on the energy side. There’s nobody better in the state.”

76 Carlos Rodriguez (89)
ADP is one of the 10 biggest public
companies in the state,
but it values its ranking
on diversity listings (it’s
been on the DiversityInc Top 50 five times) as
much as revenue rankings. That starts with
Rodriguez, its CEO.
“He’s a guy that believes in diversity,” one
admirer said. “When you see his team,

78 Bob Sommer (75)
The longtime political operative and
former head of Rock
Entertainment makes
our list again for his role
as Jersey City’s unofficial No. 2. “Bob Sommer could be your Jersey City person because
he’s really going to be
Fulop’s operative guy,” one insider said.

79 Annette Catino (46)
A veteran of our Power 100 and Power
50 Health Care lists,
Cattino is back again
— and it has more to
do with staying ahead
of the curve on health
insurance rather than
being the strong head of
a woman-owned business. “I think Annette should be on the
list,” one fan said. “Obviously, Qualcare
is pretty important.” As is health care and
insurance. These issues are remain in the
forefront.

THE EIGHTIES
80 Andrew Sidamon-Eristoff (NR)
As New Jersey looks to find solutions
for its money problems
all over the state, look
no further than Sidamon-Eristoff, the state
treasurer, and Thomas
Neff, his deputy. They
will be keys to any actions; they will be forced
to deal with a lot of tough issues. SidamonEristoff’s role cannot be understated. “He
is influential because the budget this year
will dictate priorities for the entire next 18
months,” one insider said. “And he is the
key guy.”
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81 John Wisniewski (21)

83 Jay Biggins (68)

85 Thomas Bracken (91)

It’s tough to get anything but a hardcore reaction to Wisniewski, depending on
your side of the aisle.
There’s the good (“The
most qualified person
to be governor is John
Wisniewski”) to the
bad (“He’s a joke”) to
the ugly (He should be on there “for being a pain the ass”). The leading figure
in the Legislature’s Bridgegate investigation, Wisniewski, said to be considering a
run for the top job, has at least one ardent
supporter: “Think about the guy who just
keeps getting hit in the head by a 2x4, who
really, with only a minor exception, has
been articulate, elegant, dogged, persistent — sounds like a reasonable public servant — and really reasonably apolitical.”

As head of Biggins Lacy Shapiro & Co.,
he is one of the state’s
go-to experts on site
selection and corporate incentives. And his
Princeton-based business certainly wasn’t
hurt by the sweeping
incentives overhaul that
took hold in New Jersey last year. Sources
also say his firm’s business outside the
state is nothing to scoff at, either. It’s a secretive business, as companies and state’s
do not want to tip their hands; Biggins is
one of the people you go to if you want to
quietly see what’s available.

The New Jersey Chamber of Commerce president will
always have a loud
voice in Trenton, especially under a business-friendly governor,
but Bracken has done
well to get in front of
one issue in particular: the Transportation Trust Fund. He
leads ForwardNJ, a coalition formed last
fall that includes a mix of business, labor,
transportation and consumer advocates
who push for a sustainable and constitutionally dedicated funding source for infrastructure projects. He’s the best — and
most important — association leader in
the state.

82 Joe DiVincenzo (33)
The Essex County executive is on the
list because ... he’s the
Essex County executive,
a role he has effectively
done for years. “He’s
(still) one of the kingpins in Essex County,”
said one. Observers are
eager to see where he
lines up in the 2017 gubernatorial campaign.

84 Amy Mansue (74)
The head of Children’s Specialized
Hospital in Mountainside would be a top 10
pick of the leaders in
the state who are wellliked and well-respected by others. “I think for
what she does with that
hospital and for children, she’s tough to beat,” one insider said.
The only question: What’s the next move
for the longtime health care and government expert? “I think Amy’s star is rising,”
another source said. “I’m a big fan of Amy.
She’s talented with a great trajectory.”

86 Michele Siekerka (NR)
It’s tough for association heads to
make the list, but it was
an easy call for the newly appointed Siekerka at
the NJBIA. “She’s going
to take BIA to a whole
new level,” one insider
said. “I think she was
a really smart choice.”
The face of business in Trenton, many are
convinced Siekerka was the right person
to succeed longtime NJBIA head Philip
Kirschner. “I know the environmental-

ists are saying she’s too pro-business, but
I think she’s smart and she’s balanced,” a
source said. “She has to be on the list,” said
another.

87 Caren Franzini (NR)
The former head of the EDA (and
former Top 10 power
list selection) returns
this year. The efforts of
her firm, Franzini Consulting, played a part
in getting key players
together in the launching of the Seton HallHackensack school of medicine, but that
was just one of her successes. “She has tremendous relationships with people who
can make things happen,” an admirer said.
“Michele Brown loves her. The developers
have extraordinary respect for her statewide. Nancy Cantor … relies on her counsel, not necessarily as a consultant — as a
human being.” Her knowledge of economic development, however, sets her apart.
“If you had to base (the list) on the respect
that people have for her in her chosen field
— which is economic development — and
her ability to make you listen, (she’s on it).
Another summed it up thusly: “I know that
she’s a clear thinker, objective, knows the
business and never operates in her own
self-interest. Never.”
Continued on page 32
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88 Keith Banks (NR)
He’s the CEO of U.S. Trust, and even
though its headquarters sit in New York City,
don’t discount his influence in the Garden
State. A former Power
100 selection makes a
return — that’s what
happens when you’re
on the Rutgers board, still live in Essex
County and count Mary Pat Christie as a
close friend. “Major banks aren’t domiciled here, and even the ones who operate
here are from outside the area,” a source
said. “He’s a player in his own right, and
he happens to be a New Jersey guy that has
tentacles besides being a banker.”

89 Bernard Flynn (80)
Some of our insiders have lamented the fact that CEOs
aren’t always engrained
in the fabric of the state.
No one said that about
Flynn, the head of New
Jersey Manufacturers.
“Bernie is a very good
advocate for New Jersey,” one said. “What he’s trying to do transcends New Jersey Manufacturers. He’s

actually working for New Jersey.” Another
went a step further: “He’s really put himself into the fabric of a CEO who wants to
do good things for New Jersey,” the person
said. “I just think he’s a really good example of what a CEO could do to not only promote their own interests, but New Jersey.”

THE NINETIES
90 Debbie Hart (NR)
As CEO of BioNJ, all she does is represent the all-important
life sciences industry
in New Jersey. As one
industry
colleague
said, “They set the policy. Debbie rounds up
CEOs and CFOs and
says, ‘What’s our position?’ and ‘I’m going to go fight for it.’
When she walks into the governor’s office
she is speaking for all of them.” She is a
regular on the speaking circuit because, as
another source said, “If you’re in that side
of the industry, she is the go-to person.”

91 Jeff Gural (78)
He made our list last year because of
his potential to be powerful. The head of
the Meadowlands Racetrack still has that
potential. “He knew he was getting into a
proposition where, for a period of time, he
was going to lose money, and he’s losing

money,” one insider said. “But he’s always
banked on the back
end that he was going
to more than make it
up.” The prospect of a
casino at the Meadowlands Sports Complex is
stronger than ever. And
Gural, who has a deal to
recoup any lost money if he is not part of
the ownership group, still appears to us to
be holding a winning ticket.

92 Paul Fireman (NR)
The chairman of Fireman Capital
Partners and former
head of Reebok International has billions at
his disposal and is eager to spend it in New
Jersey. He already has
proposed a a 95-story
tower with a casino for
Jersey City. While he’s waiting to see if (and
where) gaming will come to North Jersey,
he can count on his beautiful golf course
for entertainment — as the PGA is bringing the Presidents Cup to Liberty National
Golf Course in 2017, one of 10 events coming in the next 25 years. “Fireman’s got a
big stake in the future casino business and
he’s got the Presidents Cup,” one fan said.
“He’s a guy who is a little bit below the radar, but he’s for real.”

93 Philip Norcross/Donald Norcross (NR)
It’s good to be the brothers of one of the
most powerful people
in the state. And while
some have said Donald’s ascension to the
House actually makes
him a little less powerful in the Garden State,
others mention Phil’s
growing influence. “George is the guy that
got his brother elected
to Congress, but Phil
is a guy that has developed a wonderful law
firm,” one insider said.
“I’m sure it’s great to be
George’s brother, but he
has got influence.”

94 Pat Foye (100)
Some felt our inclusion of Foye last
year was just an intriguing way to end the list in
light of Bridgegate. Not
so. We saw his growing importance and it
remains. “I think Pat
Foye gets moved up —
or Pat Foye’s surrogate
gets moved up,” one insider said. “You
could take him off, but I wouldn’t take him
off, because until he’s gone, he now is the
unilateral control in the Port Authority.”
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95 Monica Smith (NR)

97 Wayne Hasenbalg (77)

99 Rodney Frelinghuysen (NR)

Forget the fact that her Marketsmith,
a data-driven marketing company, is one
of the fastest-growing
in the country (it will
do well over $100 million in revenue in 2015;
Smith also makes the
list for being a champion of diversity and philanthropy. She
personally has taken in five foster kids and
her company has adopted a grade school
in Newark, supplying it with the food and
supplies it needs to succeed.

He leads a state agency that could be
changing around him,
at least under a proposed merger of the
New Jersey Sports & Exposition Authority and
the state Meadowlands
Commission. But some
believe the legislation
would consolidate power with Hasenbalg’s shop. Whatever happens there, he’s
still executing Christie’s plan to remake
the sports authority and the Meadowlands
Sports Complex — even if it gets ugly as
with the recent closure of the Izod Center.

It’s hard to imagine that one of the
oldest and more prestigious names in state
history is making it on
to the Power 100 list for
the first time. Credit the
midterms. “With Republicans being back in
power in the House, he
is one of the most powerful Republicans in
the House,” said one. “On the appropriations committee; he’s the most powerful
person in our House delegation.” For one
simple reason: “He’s going to be awfully
important as we look for dollars for roads
and bridges.”

96 Jim Kirkos (NR)
The head of the Meadowlands chamber always has been
the perfect booster for
North Jersey, and he’s
making his presence
felt again with his push
for a redeveloped sports
complex. “His job is to
be an advocate, and
he’s a good advocate,” one source said.
“He’s smart and he knows what he’s doing, and he’s working to create the right atmosphere to make sure the Meadowlands
region is not forgotten.” You can bet that
will be the case when the public votes on
expanding gaming beyond Atlantic City to
North Jersey.

BOSTON

98 Tom Kean Sr. (99)
Here’s another selection from a year
ago that some questioned. Not us. And
we’re thrilled to see the
state still has room (and
reverence) for its elder
statesmen, especially
one as distinguished
as Kean. But make no
mistake about it, this isn’t a ceremonial selection: “When that guy speaks, people listen,” one insider said. “The governor went
after his son, and the governor came back
on his knees and apologized.” Another
simply referenced Kean’s era: “He’s an E.F.
Hutton-type of guy.”

NYC

100 Moody’s/Standard & Poor’s (NR)
“You know who should be No. 1 on
your list? … I’m serious,” a longtime follower of all things Jersey started. “Whoever
is in charge at Moody’s
or Standard & Poor’s for
New Jersey’s bond rating.” The ratings drops
are such a huge expense for the state and
for cities when they bond, they said. It’s a
huge loss. And if they were to be knocked
down one more time ... well: “You want
influence? You want power? Tell me someone else who has more of it.”

NEW JERSEY

Oﬀ the list
Those who fell oﬀ last year’s list:
David Rebuck ..............................................(10)
Mary Pat Christie/Todd Christie ...............(25)
Steve Adubato Sr. ......................................(33)
Prem Reddy/Vivek Garipalli .....................(35)
Jeremy Farrell .............................................(38)
Marc Ferzan ................................................(40)
Leecia Eve ...................................................(41)
Luis Quintana ..............................................(42)
John Sheridan (deceased) ..........................(43)
Craig Domalewski ......................................(44)
Joseph Trunfio ............................................(48)
Anthony Perno ...........................................(49)
David Samson .............................................(50)
David Alan Tepper ......................................(51)
John Mara/Woody Johnson .......................(52)
Mitchell Hersh ............................................(58)
Kenneth Kobylowski ..................................(59)
Tracye McDaniel .........................................(69)
Antonio Urcelay ..........................................(72)
Hugh Weber ................................................(76)
Betsy Ryan ..................................................(81)
Deborah Gramiccioni ..................................(84)
Angelo Genova ...........................................(85)
Analilia Mejia ..............................................(86)
John Palmieri ..............................................(87)
Donald Katz ................................................(88)
Thai Lee .......................................................(90)
Philip Kirschner ..........................................(92)
Tom Moran/Paul Mulshine .......................(93)
Toby Enqvist ...............................................(95)
Cami Anderson ...........................................(96)
A. Michael and Ruth Lipper .......................(97)
Julie Hermann .............................................(98)
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A look at just some of the best of the rest
I

t’s the first question people have after
reading our Power 100: “Who was No.
101?”
If only it were that easy.
We talk to a lot of movers and shakers in
the state to get their thoughts. So when we’re
done, there are plenty of names left over.
With that in mind, we thought we’d
share some (not all, just some) of the peo-

ple who were suggested and the rationale
behind them.
We’ll let you decide if we made all the
right calls.
Here’s the list in alphabetical order:
 Ray Chambers (philanthropist): “Because of
his role chairing the governor’s committee
on the pension program and how to overhaul it. He’s still a dominant figure in New

Jersey and Newark. And he’s curing malaria. Literally. He’s chairing the U.N. commission eradicating malaria and they’ve
made such great strides.”
 Dan Geltrude (Geltrude & Co. LLC): “He has
a relatively small accounting firm in Nutley and, surprisingly, he has some major
clients (Hartz Mountain Industries, Federal Business Centers). So he’s under the
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radar as a guy you guys would never have
thought of.” We’re told he’s a terrific fundraiser, too.
 John Hoffman (attorney general): “I think
his advice and counsel, certainly on legal
issues, but even on secondary political issues (like how to handle the crime problem in Camden and Newark and Paterson)
— I think Hoffman has a role to play. I think
he is a more formidable presence than his
modest demeanor would suggest.”
 Stephen Holmes (Wyndham Worldwide):
“That’s a big company and he’s positioning it to be prominent.”
 Steve Kornacki, Michael Aron, Paul Mulshine,
Tom Moran (journalists): “If the governor runs
for president, the national media is going
to be looking for their New Jersey sources
to get the scoop on this guy.” All four were
recommended in one way or another for
this role. Mulshine for an additional reason: “I just find him so hysterical.”
 Susan McCue (politics): The former chief
of staff for Harry Reid is a new member of
Rutgers Board of Governors. And though
she lives out of state, she’ll have impact.
“She’ll be running the Assembly PACs.
She’s going to be the person behind the
scenes in New Jersey running the Assembly campaigns for Democrats.”
 Gus Milano (Hartz Mountain Industries):
“Gus is a top guy in his own right. (His
boss) Manny (Stern) couldn’t do all the
things that Gus is doing.”
 George Pruitt (Thomas Edison State College): “You look at the stuff he’s done over
the years (a nursing program that wants to
be the biggest in state). He’s good at identifying some areas to expand and grow.”
 Joseph M. Taylor (Panasonic Corp.): “Panasonic has made their presence felt in Newark and has cast their die in terms of wanting to be a good public citizen.”
 Sharon Taylor (Prudential Financial): “Everybody knows that the person to go to at
Prudential is Sharon Taylor. Sharon’s title
is (senior vice president for corporate human resources), but if you’ve got an issue
in Newark or you’ve got an issue with Pru’s
charitable proclivities, or you’ve got an issue that has some political ramifications,
the person you talk to is Sharon Taylor.”
 David Tilton (AtlantiCare): “They just
signed up to do a deal with Geisinger
out of Pennsylvania. He would be a top
100 person because AtlantiCare is doing
something with an out-of-state population
health expert.”
 Ralph Zucker (developer): “When you
think about this whole re-adaptation, repurposing (of ) dinosaurs, Ralph’s project,
Wesmont Station, is really the first one out
of the ground. … He’s literally done a reverse adaptive reuse of an industrial, heavily contaminated site. And he’s done it quietly. That’s Ralph’s style.”
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EXECUTIVE MOVES
Accounting

CLOSE UP

The Curchin Group LLC, a full-service accounting firm, hired veteran CPA Robert L.
Fischbein as a partner.
Fischbein will be based in the firm’s
Red Bank headquarters and in a new office in Millburn. He brings more than 35
years of experience in accounting, business counsel, auditing and tax planning to
the Curchin team and already has begun
development of a new Curchin Hospitality
Group that will operate under his leadership.
Before Curchin, Fischbein spent 14
years as partner at the Fairfield law firm
Bederson LLP.

Michael Perlmutter

Engineering
Frank Petraglia has been appointed senior vice president at RCM Technologies
Inc., a provider of business and technology solutions for advanced engineering, information technology and specialty health
care services.
Petraglia will, among other things, oversee the engineering staff in Pennsauken
and Oakland. He comes to RCM with more
than three decades of engineering management experience, including his stay at
Siemens Energy and Mitsubishi.

Law
Jonathan O. Bauer has joined Pashman
Stein P.C. in Hackensack as senior counsel
in the litigation practice.
Bauer is a seasoned
commercial
litigator
with expertise in plaintiffs’ insurance coverage ligation. In 2014, he
had a lead role during
Jonathan O. Bauer
the much-publicized
Cohen v. Perelman matter.
He was formerly a partner in the litigation practice at DeCotiis FitzPatrick & Cole
LLP. In addition to several law firm positions in the region, he was a partner at Pashman Stein nearly 15 years ago. Bauer has
also served as in-house counsel at financial
services firms Citi and Lava Trading.
Day Pitney added Michael Furey to its
Parsippany office as a partner. The law

THE RÉSUMÉ
New position: Medical director, Physicians’ Education Resource.
Goals: Continue the successful implementation of Physicians’ Education Resource’s legacy
programming, and identify educational gaps that remain in the field that
provide the rationale for future CME initiatives.
Old gig: Medical director at Quintiles Medical Education for seven years.
School ties: Rutgers School of Pharmacy.
Family tree: Father (retired defense contractor), mother (retired Navy
defense employee), and sister (formerly worked for Cigna).
Hometown: Cherry Hill

JUST JERSEY
Favorite place at the Shore: Ventnor, Ocean City or any
place there is a boardwalk to run on.
When you brag about Jersey to people from out of state,
you say: Great beach towns, “down the Shore.”
Bruce, Bon Jovi, Whitney or Sinatra: Bruce, but Sinatra
is cool.
Sopranos, Jersey Shore or Housewives of NJ: Sopranos
— not even close.
Yankees, Mets, Jets, Giants: I am from South Jersey, so it’s
Phillies (season ticket holder), Flyers, Eagles and Sixers.
Favorite place to chow down: Vito’s Pizza in Cherry Hill.

ALL YOU
What you wanted to be when you were 6: Steve Carlton,
but I would have just accepted a spot in the rotation
as a starting pitcher for the Phillies.
Celebrity you’d like to meet: Bono
Historical figure you’d want to meet: Bill Clinton
or Abraham Lincoln.
Dream vacation: I do it every March: spring training with the
Phillies in Clearwater, Florida.
Your passion: Other than my kids, distance running and Philly
sports fanatic.
Something about you that your co-workers don’t know:
I locate on my phone the closest Wawa whenever in New Jersey.

firm also hired Marco Anzalone, J. Andres
Mayor and Thomas
Zalewski to fill various
roles.
Furey is a seasoned
business litigator and
appellate strategist who
will work in the commercial litigation deMichael Furey
partment. He previously held a position at Riker, Danzig, Scherer,
Hyland and Perretti in Morristown.
Anzalone will be committed to commercial litigation in his practice as well,

along with his other areas of expertise:
franchise, shareholder/securities, trade
secret, environmental, professional liability, contract, consumer and personal
injury disputes.
Mayor will focus his practice on complex commercial litigation in state and
federal court, general commercial disputes, real estate litigation, product liability, mass torts and insurance.
Zalewski’s specialty is corporate and
transactional matters, primarily for companies in the life sciences, health care,
technology and energy industries.

Capehart Scatchard welcomed Jessica M.
Anderson as an associate in its litigation
department in the Mt.
Laurel office.
Anderson, a New
Brunswick resident, will
focus her practice in general litigation throughout
the federal and the region’s state courts with a
Jessica M. Anderson
concentration on insurance defense matters.
Prior to joining Capehart, Anderson
was a deputy attorney general with the tort
litigation section of the New Jersey Office
of the Attorney General.

Real estate
CW Solutions, a national real estate services firm specializing in the utilities and
wireless telecommunications industries,
added two members to its East Brunswick
operation: Alvin Puentevella and Maryna
Miller.
Puentevella
has
joined the company
as a railroad specialist.
The 15-year industry
veteran will work as a
Alvin Puentevella
liaison between utility
clients and railroad companies to expedite
projects involving railroad permitting and
rights of way. Before CW Solutions, he was
affiliated with a New York-based investment services company.
Miller comes aboard as a right-of-way
and land research associate. She brings six
years of real estate experience to the CW
Solutions team, which
includes her time in the
claims department at
Stewart Title Guaranty
Maryna Miller
Company in New Jersey.
HOW TO SUBMIT
Executive Moves items may be emailed to
ftr@njbiz.com with “Executive Moves” in the subject
line. Please include employee’s full name; a highresolution headshot photograph; the title of the new
position; company name; company location and business; previous position and company; and educational
background with degree and institution.

“Like us.”
facebook.com/njbiz
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DEALS ROUNDUP
BANKRUPTCIES
Hunterdon Realty LLC, 3
Robin Hill Road, Caldwell,
07006; Industry: Real
estate; Adviser: Andre
Kydala; Court: Newark;
Chapter 11; Case Number:
15-10184-RG
Galloping Hill Surgical
LLC, 125 Newtown Road,
Suite 300, Plainview, NY
11803; Industry: Health
care; Adviser: Trenk,
DiPasquale et al; Court:
Trenton; Chapter 11; Case
Number: 15-10190-CMG
U.S. Estates LLC, 6163
Main St., Voorhees,
08043; Industry: Real
estate: Adviser: Robert
H. Johnson LLC; Court:
Camden; Chapter 11; Case
Number: 15-10231-GMB
Neighborhood Health Services Corp. fdba Plainfield
Health Center, 1700-58
Myrtle Ave., Plainfield,
07063; Industry: Health
care; Adviser: Giordano
Halleran & Ciesla P.C.; Court:
Newark; Chapter 11; Case
Number: 15-10277-VFP
Crown Custom Cleaners Inc., 402 W. Kings
Highway, Mount Ephraim,
08059; Industry: Cleaners;
Adviser: Baik and Associates P.C.; Court: Camden;
Chapter 11; Case Number:
15-10458-GMB
Salem Railway Co. fka
U.S. Rail Corporation
Of New Jersey, 7846 W.

Central Ave., Toledo, OH
43617; Industry: Railway;
Adviser: Deiches & Ferschmann; Court: Camden;
Chapter 7; Case Number:
15-10508-GMB
DMS Power & Lighting
Corp., 7 Carro Court,
Dover, 07801; Industry:
Energy; Adviser: Marc
P. Feldman Esq.; Court:
Newark; Chapter 7; Case
Number: 15-10614-VFP
Champion Marble &
Granite Inc., 4 Kinney
Road, Manalapan, 07726;
Industry: Retail; Adviser:
Kelly & Brennan P.C.; Court:
Trenton; Chapter 11; Case
Number: 15-10704-KCF
Rising Tide Media LLC,
220 Burlington Ave.,
Sewell, 08080; Industry:
Fishing and boating site
design, hosting, and marketing; Adviser: Hoffman
DiMuzio; Court: Camden;
Chapter 7; Case Number:
15-10797-GMB
Ambler Growth Strategy
Consultants Inc., 3432
Reading Ave., Hammonton,
08037; Industry: Business
services; Court: Camden;
Chapter 7; Case Number:
15-10825-ABA

INSIDER TRADING
Cantel Medical Corp.;
Steven C. Anaya, officer;
Transaction: Sell; Transaction Price: Low 42.5, High
42.5; Amount: $170,000;
Current holdings: 45,239

Synchronoss Technologies Inc.; James M. Mccormick, director and beneficial owner; Transaction:
Sell; Transaction Price:
Low 40.51, High 40.51;
Amount: $826,323; Current holdings: 3,408,460
Merck & Co. Inc.; Adam H.
Schechter, officer; Transaction: Sell; Transaction Price:
Low 62.48, High 62.48;
Amount: $4,636,224; Current holdings: 70,795
Merck & Co. Inc.; Adam
H. Schechter, officer;
Transaction: Option
Exercise; Transaction Price:
Low 34.47, High 44.19;
Amount: $3,055,578;
Current holdings: NA
Synchronoss Technologies Inc.; James M.
Mccormick, director and
beneficial owner; Transaction: Sell; Transaction
Price: Low 40, High 40.71;
Amount: $2,067,500; Current holdings: 3,408,460
Tetra Tech Inc.; Craig
L. Christensen, officer;
Transaction: Sell; Transaction Price: Low 24.62, High
24.62; Amount: $352,365;
Current holdings: 28,470
Tetra Tech Inc.; Craig
L. Christensen, officer;
Transaction: Option Exercise; Transaction Price:
Low 15.79, High 15.79;
Amount: $225,955; Current holdings: NA
Vonage Holdings Corp.;
Michael A. Tempora, offi-

Transactions
Central

■ Niche pharmaceutical company Akorn
Inc. has chosen a Somerset location to
manufacture and distribute its specialty products, according to Bussel
Realty Corp. The Edison-based real
estate services firm that Akorn has leased
52,291 square feet at 275 Pierce St.,
a 102,994-square-foot industrial site.
Bussel’s Gregory Irving, executive vice
president, represented the undisclosed
landlord, while Mitch Katz and Stuart
Harwood of Newmark Grubb Knight
Frank represented Akorn. “Two hundred
seventy-five Pierce Street provides Akorn a
great location to manufacture and distribute its specialty pharmaceutical products
in the region and nationally,” Irving said. “As the nation’s ‘medicine chest,’
New Jersey offers Akorn a great labor pool, R&D climate and transportation
infrastructure for its business operations.” Akorn, which develops, manufactures and markets generic and branded prescription drugs and animal and
consumer health products, has facilities around the nation and in India.
■ NAI James E. Hanson, a Parsippany-based commercial real estate
firm, announced that it has facilitated the sale of a mixed-use property in
Keansburg. The 14,000-square-foot building is located at 19-21 Carr Ave.
— about one block from the Keansburg Amusement Park and Runway
Rapids Water Park, both of which are next to the beach. The buyer, Father
and Sons Building and Remodeling, has assumed ownership of the property. An undisclosed seller was represented by John Schilp, NAI Hanson’s
senior vice president, and Joan Cenicola, vice president. “Many commercial
properties in Keansburg have been converted to apartments, due to growing
demand,” Schilp said. “The town is part of a large redevelopment effort
aimed at reinvigorating the economy along the Raritan Bay coastline. We
were pleased to help our client sell this investment property, which represents an excellent blend of size, location and flexibility.”
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cer; Transaction: Sell; Transaction Price: Low 4.18, High
4.18; Amount: $23,679;
Current holdings: NA
Becton, Dickinson And
Co.; Gary A. Mecklenburg, director; Transaction:
Option Exercise; Transaction Price: Low 57.21, High
57.21; Amount: $123,574;
Current holdings: NA
Cognizant Technology Solutions Corp.; Debashis.
Chatterjee, officer; Transaction: Sell; Transaction
Price: Low 55, High 55;
Amount: $49,500; Current
holdings: 27,810
Bed Bath & Beyond Inc.;
Warren. Eisenberg, chairman of the board; Transaction: Sell; Transaction Price:
Low 73.42, High 73.94;
Amount: $14,725,039; Current holdings: 2,217,530
Bed Bath & Beyond Inc.;
Leonard. Feinstein, chairman of the board; Transaction: Sell; Transaction Price:
Low 73.42, High 73.94;
Amount: $23,160,614; Current holdings: 1,435,530
Becton, Dickinson And
Co.; Henry P. Becton Jr.,
director; Transaction: Option Exercise; Transaction
Price: Low 57.21, High
57.21; Amount: $123,574;
Current holdings: NA
Synchronoss Technologies Inc.; Patrick Joseph.
Doran, director and beneficial owner; Transaction:
Sell; Transaction Price:
Low 40.32, High 40.32;
Amount: $197,971; Current holdings: 18,890
Synchronoss Technologies Inc.; Patrick Joseph.
Doran, director and beneficial owner; Transaction:
Option Exercise; Transaction Price: Low 27.55, High
31.02; Amount: $76,349;
Current holdings: NA
Synchronoss Technologies Inc.; Nicholas P. Lazzaro, officer; Transaction:
Sell; Transaction Price:
Low 40.32, High 40.32;
Amount: $64,512; Current
holdings: 36,015
Synchronoss Technologies Inc.; Nicholas P. Lazzaro, officer; Transaction:
Option Exercise; Transaction Price: Low 30.56, High
30.56; Amount: $30,560;
Current holdings: NA
Merck & Co. Inc.; Kenneth C. Frazier, chief
executive officer; Transaction: Sell; Transaction
Price: Low 62.47, High
62.47; Amount: $552,267;
Current holdings: 355,027
Merck & Co. Inc.; Kenneth
C. Frazier, chief executive
officer; Transaction: Option
Exercise; Transaction Price:
Low 31.84, High 35.09;
Amount: $440,240; Current holdings: NA
Heartland Payment
Systems Inc.; Robert

H.B. Baldwin Jr., officer;
Transaction: Sell; Transaction Price: Low 53.99,
High 54.57; Amount:
$1,087,585; Current holdings: 521,390
Heartland Payment
Systems Inc.; Robert
H.B. Baldwin Jr., officer; Transaction: Option
Exercise; Transaction Price:
Low 15.22, High 15.22;
Amount: $304,400; Current holdings: NA

MERGERS &
ACQUISITIONS
Halo Pharmaceutical
Inc., Seller/Target: SK
Capital Partners L.P.; Date:
Jan-06-2015; Price: NA;
Percent: NA; Type: Manufacture pharmaceuticals
The Atlantic Club Casino
Hotel, Seller/Target: Endeavor Property Group
LLC; Date: Jan-07-2015;
Price: NA; Percent: 100%;
Type: Owner operated
casino and hotels
General Calibration Inc.,
Seller/Target: Trescal SA;
Date: Jan-07-2015; Price:
NA; Percent: 100%; Type:
Maintenance and repair
services
ChemAid Laboratories
Inc., Seller/Target: Knowlton Development Corp.;
Date: Jan-07-2015; Price:
NA; Percent: 100%; Type:
Cosmetics and perfumes
Orion Systems Integrators
LLC, Seller/Target: Potomac
Equity Partners LLC; Date:
Jan-07-2015; Price: NA;
Percent: NA%; Type: Other
IT services and consulting
First Byte Corp., Seller/
Target: Insync Innovations
Inc.; Date: Jan-07-2015;
Price: NA; Percent: 100%;
Type: Other IT services and
consulting
Suzi Davis Travel LLC,
Seller/Target: Direct Travel
Inc.; Date: Jan-08-2015;
Price: NA; Percent: 100%;
Type: Travel agents
Swap Financial Group
LLC, Seller/Target:
Syncora Investment Holdings; Date: Jan-08-2015;
Price: NA; Percent: NA%;
Type: Other management
consulting services
NPS Pharmaceuticals
Inc., Seller/Target: Shire
PLC; Date: Jan-11-2015;
Price: $5,076,833,000;
Percent: 100%; Type:
Biopharm company
Loving Care Agency Inc.,
Seller/Target: Epic Health
Services Inc.; Date: Jan-122015; Price: NA; Percent:
100%; Type: Provides
home health care services
Undisclosed Warehouse
& Distribution, Seller/
Target: Gramercy Property
Trust Inc.; Date: Jan-122015; Price: NA; Percent:
100%; Type: General
warehousing and storage

Transactions
North

■ Freedom Bank, a community bank with
branches in Maywood and Guttenberg,
announced that it has promoted Matthew
Carcich to CEO and president. Carcich has
served as the chief lending officer since he
joined the bank in 2011. Prior to Freedom
Bank, he had 20 years of experience as a
vice president of commercial lending for
Oritani Bank and chief lending officer for
Paragon FCU. “Freedom Bank has been
committed to growing and expanding our
organization as a premier community bank
focused on assisting our local business
owners with their financial needs, as
well as serving our customers with an
unprecedented level of service,” said Paul
S. Doherty III, chairman of Freedom Bank. “Matt has been a key leader in
the growth and development of the bank in his tenure here and we feel his
background, knowledge of the market, client relationships and leadership
capabilities made him uniquely qualified for this position.”
■ A Cushman & Wakefield executive has earned his second promotion in
a year, this time to executive vice president, the real estate services firm
announced recently. Jules J. Nissim, who was promoted to executive director in 2014, will focus on corporate real estate assignments in New Jersey
and the U.S. for the East Rutherford-based firm. He has been with the
company since 1990 as an industrial transaction and landlord representation specialist. “Jules’ accomplishments speak for themselves,” said Kim
Brennan, New Jersey market leader for Cushman & Wakefield. “However, beyond his involvement in some of the state’s and country’s most
significant industrial transactions and projects, he has set benchmarks for
professionalism and integrity, market knowledge and impeccable client service here for nearly 25 years.” Nissim lives in West Orange. Prior to joining
Cushman & Wakefield, he worked for Handy & Harman, a precious metals
firm based in New York City.
Emergency Medical
Associates, Seller/Target:
EmCare Inc.; Date: Jan-132015; Price: NA; Percent:
100%; Type: Provide management staffing services
GCF Inc., Seller/Target:
Kaman Corp.; Date: Jan-132015; Price: NA; Percent:
100%; Type: Industrial
machinery and equipment
merchant wholesalers
Ulticom Inc., Seller/Target: Mavenir Systems Inc.;
Date: Jan-13-2015; Price:
NA; Percent: 100%; Type:
Develop telecommuntion
software
Brushfire Inc., Seller/Target: Marketsmith Inc.; Date:
Jan-14-2015; Price: NA;
Percent: 100%; Type: Other
advertising and marketing
M&M Environmental
Group LLC, Seller/
Target: OMEGA CAPITAL
MANAGEMENT LLC; Date:
Jan-14-2015; Price: NA;
Percent: NA%; Type: Other
environmental services
and equipment
Janssen Pharms
Inc.-NUCYNTA, Seller/
Target: Depomed Inc.; Date:
Jan-15-2015; Price:
$1,050,000,000; Percent:
100%; Type: Pharmaceutical
preparation manufacturing

NEW BUSINESS
SMS Family Partnership
L.P., 1390 Route 36,
Suite 101, Hazlet, 07730;
Contact: William Turnof

502 Grand Central
Associates L.P., 724
Waterside Court, Point
Pleasant, 08742; Contact:
Vincent Foti

Spruce Physicians of
NJ P.C., 830 Bear Tavern
Road, West Trenton,
08628; Contact: Corporation Service Co.

Pavilion Housing
Partners L.P., 100 Canal
Pointe Blvd., Suite 212,
Princeton, 08540; Contact:
National Registered
Agents Inc. Of NJ

New Jersey Rehab Pain
Clinic P.C., 845 Broad
Ave., Suite 103, Ridgefield, 07657; Contact: Paul
Anthony M. Calinog

Three Dudes L.P., 75
Livingston Ave., Roseland,
07068; Contact: Jonathan
M. Gross
You and Me Karaoke and
DJ Services L.P., 34 Kings
Road, East Brunswick,
08816; Contact: James
Milner
Summit Spine P.C., 40
Main St., Chatham, 07928;
Contact: Dr. J. Scott ClarkSchoeb
Amara Dental of Mahwah
P.A., 830 Bear Tavern
Road, West Trenton,
08628; Contact: Corporation Service Co.
Spine Consult NJ P.C.,
820 Bear Tavern Road,
West Trenton, 08628;
Contact: The Corporation
Trust Co.

Sight Services P.C., 208
W. State St., Trenton,
08608; Contact: Interstate
Document Filings Inc.
JFK Ambulatory Care
P.A., 80 James St., 2Nd
Floor, Edison, 08820;
Contact: Henry Ferraioli
Gdanski Law P.C., 517
N. Forest Drive, Teaneck,
07666; Contact: Sam Z.
Gdanski
Radiant Source Technology P.C., 410 Broadway,
Point Pleasant Beach,
08742; Contact: Jeffery T.
Van Etten
Mobile Veterinary
Ultrasound P.A., 50
Brunswick Woods Drive,
East Brunswick, 08816;
Contact: Howard L. Stein

Capstone Health Group
P.A., 2430 Route 34,
Building B, Suite 22,
Manasquan, 08736; Contact: Timothy Bluish

New Valley Emergency
Medical Mergerco 1 P.C.,
830 Bear Tavern Road,
West Trenton, 08628;
Contact: Corporation
Service Co.

Sm Design & Consulting
P.C., 20 Astor Place, Glen
Ridge, 07028; Contact:
Michael Krawiec

PM Medical Acu. P.C.,
166 Main St., 2Nd Floor,
Fort Lee, 07024; Contact:
Doam Kim

www.njbiz.com

DEALS ROUNDUP
The Law Firm of Nelson
and Associates P.A., 307
Pavonia Circle, Evesham,
07772; Contact: Jude
Nelson
Cardiac Care Associates
P.C., 137 Mountain Ave.,
Hackettstown, 07840; Contact: Dr. Anirudh Khanna
The Surgical Specialists
of New Jersey/New York
P.C., 530 Sylvan Ave.,
Suite 201, Englewood
Cliffs, 07632; Contact:
Sekas Law Group LLC
Ki Young Kim, D.M.D.
P.C., 17 Golfview Drive,
Upper Saddle River, 07458;
Contact: Ki-Young Kim
Rajan Orthopaedics
And Sports Medicine
P.C., Meglio& Associates
LLC, 60 Roseland Ave.,
Caldwell, 07006; Contact:
Steven O’Meglio
Encore Dental of Jackson
P.C., 185 Drum Point
Road, Brick, 08723; Contact: Christopher Emma
NJ Center for Advanced
Psychiatry & Behavioral

Health P.A., 32 Changebridge Road, Montville,
07045; Contact: Dr.
Donald Sportelli
Cohen & Kramer MD P.C.,
830 Bear Tavern Road, West
Trenton, 08628; Contact:
Corporation Service Co.
South Pointe Dental Associates of Point Pleasant P.C., 2701 Bridge Ave.,
Point Pleasant, 08742;
Contact: Dr. Brian Rista
Beacon Family Dental
P.A., 330 Changebridge
Road, Suite 101, Pine
Brook , 07058; Contact:
United States Corporation
Agents Inc.
Christopher J. Trochiano
Esq. P.C., 4163 Riverside
Station Blvd., Secaucus,
07094; Contact: Christopher J. Trochiano
Millburn Family Dental
P.A., 116 Millburn Ave.,
Suite 215, Millburn, 07041;
Contact: Tandeep K. Cheema
RDM Koncept Holdings
LLP, 20 Commerce Drive,
Somerset, 08873; Con-

tact: Nagesh Malik

07503; Contact: Mona Taha

Pastiu Investments I LLP,
820 Bear Tavern Road,
West Trenton, 08628; Contact: Business Filings Inc.

Dynamicrepairnj LLP,
331 Sylvan Ave., Gloucester City, 08030; Contact:
Walter Mccalla

Secure Pest Services LLP,
812 North Wood Ave.,
Suite 304, Linden, 07036;
Contact: Louis Scafidi

Dealer Forensics LLP,
85 Chestnut Ridge Road,
Suite 114, Montvale,
07645; Contact: Larry A.
Weiner

Ricky’s Thai - Hillsborough LLP, 601B Omni
Drive, Hillsborough, 08844;
Contact: Joseph S. Stutz
SGMSP Services LLP, 1
Orient Way, Suite E, Rutherford, 07070; Contact:
Gouse Mohiddin Shaik
S and J Andrade LLP, 11
Cobblestone Court, Columbus, 08022; Contact: Jorge
E. Andrade Jr.
Sokol Behot LLP, 433
Hackensack Ave., Hackensack, 07601; Contact:
Joseph F. Behot Jr.
Sunrise Equities LLP,
782 Lyons Ave., Irvington,
07111; Contact: Moses
Berger
H M Beauty Salon LLP,
844 Main St., Paterson,

Tuscany Enterprizes LLP,
338 Main St., Chatham,
07928; Contact: L. Amy
Gonzalez
Tuscanypartners LLP, 338
Main St., Chatham, 07928;
Contact: L. Amy Gonzalez
Simsbury Developers
LLC, 820 Morris Turnpike,
Suite 201, Short Hills,
07078; Contact: Wilf Law
Firm LLP

REAL ESTATE*
Akorn Inc., Leased: 275
Pierce St., Somerset (I);
From: NA; Size: 102,994
square feet; Owner’s broker: Bussel Realty Corp.;
Tenant’s broker: Newmark
Grubb Knight Frank

An unnamed investor,
Acquired: 370 Franklin
Turnpike, Mahwah (I);
From: NA; Size: 12,000
square feet; Price: $3.9
million; Seller’s broker:
Marcus & Millichap Real
Estate Services; Buyer’s
broker: Marcus & Millichap
Real Estate Services
Father and Sons Building
and Remodeling, Acquired:
19-21 Carr Ave., Keansburg
(O); From: NA; Size: 14,000
square feet; Seller’s broker:
NAI James E. Hanson;
Buyer’s broker: NA
The Hampshire Cos.,
Leased: 558 New York
Ave., Lyndhurst (R); To:
PetSmart; Size: 7,200
square feet; Owner’s
broker: Crossroads Co.;
Tenant’s broker: Metro
Commercial Real Estate
Peskin Realty and ERRV
LLC, Leased: 1649 Route
38, Mount Holly (R); To:
Leslie’s Poolmart Inc.; Size:
5,100 square feet; Owner’s
broker: Wolf Commercial
Real Estate; Tenant’s
broker: NA real estate*

Transactions
South

■ A Cherry Hill health care receivables
management company has purchased a
Pennsauken building for $1.75 million,
real estate services firm Colliers International announced recently. Physician
and Tactical Healthcare Services LLC,
or PATHS, bought the 18,240-squarefoot office building at 7895 Browning
Road from The Bloom Organization,
which built the facility in the Airport
Industrial Park in 1985. PATHS had been
awarded an incentive package from
the New Jersey Economic Development Association tied to the purchase.
The original tenant, ADT, vacated the
building earlier this year, Colliers said.
Evan Zweben, Ian Richman and Marc Isdaner of Colliers’ Mount Laurel
office marketed the building on behalf of The Bloom Organization, a
South Jersey real estate firm. “This was a challenging assignment for
our office, since we were trying to sell a well-maintained office building
located in the middle of an industrial park,” Isdaner said. “However, we
were able to overcome that obstacle by creating and implementing a
direct marketing campaign for this property.”

MORE INFORMATION
Mergers & Acquisitions data were supplied by FactSet Mergerstat and Thomson Reuters.
was supplied by the state Treasury’s Division of Revenue.
Bankruptcies are obtained from federal courthouse records available on Public Access to Court Electronic Records,
Real Estate Transactions are provided by brokers and their representatives. Listings should include the names of the buyer
or PACER. Listings are organized by the office in which they were filed.
and seller or lessee and lessor; the square footage or acreage; the address of the property; and the brokers representing
Insider Trading reports on the stock transactions reported to the Securities and Exchange Commission by officers, directors
each party. For sales transactions, please include the price. Send all transaction information to ftr@njbiz.com with “real
and major shareholders. These data were compiled by Thomson Financial and are listed in order of transaction value.
estate” in the subject line.
New Businesses include businesses that have moved to New Jersey or opened a new office in the state. The information
*(I) – Industrial; (O) – Office; (M) – Multifamily; (R) – Retail
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Virginia Statile, center, HomeCare Options program coordinator, presented awards to Clifton residents and Award recipients Gary
Dukich, right, and Dorothy Zanetti, left, at its annual dinner for their work with HomeCare Options’ volunteer shopping program.
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GUEST LIST
Annual holiday party

IOREBA

The Industrial and Office Real Estate Brokers Association of the New York Metropolitan
Area recently held its annual holiday party at the Highlawn Pavilion in West Orange. The
event was well-attended by some of the commercial real estate industry’s top brokers,
developers and real estate professionals.

From left are Rob DiLeo, NAI DiLeo-Bram
representative, and Michael McGeary,
OMS representative.

From left are Dorthy Zarnick, The Aztec Corp. representative; John Johnson, The Wellington Group representative; and Adam Silver, 2014-2015 IOREBA president and Newmark
Grubb Knight Frank managing director.

From left are Hope Brodsky, Newmark Grubb Knight Frank representative; Geoffrey
Schubert, CBRE representative; and Sheri Isler, Arbee Associates representative.

From left are Jeffrey DeMagistris, NAI Hanson representative; Justin Gingeleskie, The KRE Group representative; Rob DiLeo, NAI DiLeo
Bram representative; and Thomas Vetter, NAI Hanson representative.
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